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Abstract
Inference of functional language networks from functional Magnetic
Resonant Imaging and network theory
by
Qiongge Li
Adviser: Professor Hernan Makse
We study the underlying mechanism by which language processing occurs in the human
brain using inference methods on functional magnetic resonance imaging data. The data
analyzed stems from several cohorts of subjects; a monolingual group, a bilingual group,
a healthy control group and one diseased case. We applied a complex statistical inference
pipeline to determine the network structure of brain components involved with language.
This healthy network reveals a fully connected triangular relationship between the pre-
Supplementary Motor Area (pre-SMA), the Broca’s Area (BA), and the ventral Pre-Motor
Area (PreMA) in the left hemisphere. This “triangle” shows consistently in all the healthy
subjects (100%) we analyzed regardless of their mono- or multi-lingual status. In addition,
we found that Wernicke’s Area (WA) on the left hemisphere connects with BA and PreMA
to form a “V” shape connectivity across 75% of the monolinguals, 50% of the bilinguals
speaking a second language and 100% of the bilinguals speaking their native language. By
comparing the quantified link weights, we found that the strongest link is between BA and
PreMA, followed by pre-SMA and PreMA, and then pre-SMA and BA. This is consistent
for all healthy subjects (p < 0.05). Furthermore, we conducted a k-core analysis testing
the resiliency of subnetworks in the three groups. Our results show that nodes in the three
triangle areas belong mostly to the maximum shell, whereas WA populates mostly in the
lower shell, consistently across the data.
vIn a separate study, we describe frontal language reorganization in a 57-year-old right-
handed patient with a low-grade left frontotemporal insular glioma. Pre-operative fMRI
revealed robust activation in left WA and in the right BA. Intra-operative cortical stimulation
of the left inferior frontal gyrus and adjacent cortices elicited no speech deficits, and gross
total resection including the expected location of BA resulted in no speech impairment.
Our network model found that the right homologue of the BA in this patient functionally
connected to the same areas as the left BA in a typical healthy control. As opposed to
the functional connection of the left BA in a healthy brain, the right BA did not connect
directly with the left WA, but connected indirectly, mediated by the pre-SMA and preMA. In
addition, the trans-located BA and WA moves from the lower k shell to the maximum shell
during the recovery of the surgery. This case illustrates that pre-surgical fMRI can be used
to identify atypical hemispheric language reorganization in the presence of a brain tumor
and that network theory can help understand the underlying structure behind functional
reorganization.
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Chapter 1
Overview
1.1 Introduction
The human brain is a complex system that consists of about 100 billion neurons and
1 quadrillion synaptic connections [4]. Many scientists endeavor to describe human brain
structure at multiple scales such as in the “Connectome” project [5]. If it were possible to
know the underlying architecture of the brain completely, then it would place constraints on
the brain’s functional dynamics. We could predict the functional result of small perturbations
or large changes to the system, with powerful implications for basic neurobiological research
and clinical applications such as brain damage and recovery [5, 6, 7].
In this thesis, we study the functional connectivity of the human brain related to subjects
performing language tasks. Functional connectivity is the connectivity between brain regions
that share functional duties. While two brain regions may be spatially separated, a functional
connection between them indicates that their activity is temporally correlated.
In order to complete any task, the brain must integrate many different kinds of sensory
information, such as visual, auditory and touch. Incoming information must be directed and
processed by the appropriate brain regions for each type of input. One can model the brain
1
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as similar to a computer with multiple processors running in parallel. Eventually, outputs
must be combined in order to perform an integrated response.
Though we cannot yet completely understand how the brain processes information on
the microscopic scale, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), nevertheless, provides
clues to help us form an aggregate, coarse-grained picture. fMRI is an indirect method
of detecting local brain activity, it measures blood flow in the brain instead of individual
neurochemical signals. This data serves as a starting point to developing a functional network
model of the brain. Over the past few decades, the neuroscience community has increasingly
employed network theory approaches to model the brain in order to understand emergent
functionality such as language, memory and attention [1, 2, 3]. Currently, the meso and
micro-scale structural connectivity network is still, for the most part, unknown [6].
It should be noted that there is obvious ambiguity in the phrase “underlying architecture
of the brain”. Though every brain is different, we seek to understand certain common
characteristics by modelling experimental data obtained from multiple subjects. We perform
several group level analyses to this end.
The overriding goal of the research presented in this dissertation is to obtain representa-
tive language “maps” based on each of the experimental subject groups’ fMRI data from the
language task. This language map provides information as to the important brain regions
associated with language function as well as how these regions connect to each other to form
an integrated network. The k-core structure of these language maps is also revealed in this
thesis. k-core [79] is an emerging network theoretical tool that has the power to reveal the
structural skeleton of a network. This may point to the most important sub-network within
the language network.
The results of the analysis are not purely academic. We work closely with the clinical
team at Memorial Sloan Kettering Hospital (as described in Sec. 1.3) to provide language
maps that could potentially be useful to the neurosurgeon in clinical applications. Language
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is an exceptionally important and complex functional task and it is of absolute importance
to preserve critical brain regions and connections related to language. Of course, any damage
to brain tissue is undesirable, however, when patients suffering from brain tumors, seizures,
and other conditions are lying on the operating table, decisions must be made and the
neurosurgeon wants to be as informed as possible.
The language maps we create through fMRI data and subsequent network analysis are
based on a pre-surgical language mapping routine that has the specific clinical goal in mind
of preserving the patients language function. We conducted two studies where the subjects
were entirely composed of healthy control groups. The language maps of the healthy control
groups, while not representative of diseased patients, serve as a benchmark for comparison.
We also present findings from a single case study of a man suffering from a brain tumor in
Chapter 5. For that patient we present the language map both before and after surgery was
conducted to resect the tumor.
A sub-component of our research effort is to determine differences if any in the language
maps between monolingual and bilingual subjects. That is, whether people who speak two
languages have any significant differences in the regions and connections of the brain related
to language processing. This work is presented in Chapter 4.
1.2 Language function in the Brain
Different areas in the brain are loosely associated with different functions. For example,
Broca’s area (BA) is known to control language production while the visual cortex processes
visual information. However, much is still unknown about the details of the transactions
that occur within each area, and how different areas integrate to provide a unified response.
BA and Wernicke’s area (WA) have long been recognized as essential language centers [10,
11]. The Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind model showed that damage to BA and WA causes,
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respectively, difficulty producing speech (expressive aphasia) and difficulty understanding
language (receptive aphasia) [12, 13] . However, these earlier classic models were based on
autopsy studies on small sample sizes of aphasic patients with limited scope.
It was not until non-invasive imaging technologies such as magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) arose that language models could be extended and refined [14, 15]. Since then,
the complex language system is more clearly defined, though still broadly, as to include
phonological and lexical-semantic functions, while excluding sensory, motor, and general
executive functions [14].
Several past studies have shown that differences exist between monolingual and bilingual
subjects. It has been shown that multilingual subjects possess greater density of grey matter
in the inferior parietal cortex as well as inherently different typical brain structures [16].
There have been cases where multilingual aphasics have lost ability in one language while
retaining another [17]. It has been shown that multilinguals possess superior executive
control skills used to control overlaps of language so that the multilingual can think or speak
in one language without interference from another [18].
Studies suggest that, for bilinguals, some elements of the language network are common
to both language one (L1) and language two (L2), while other brain regions are only sensitive
to L1 or L2 exclusively [19]. As will be shown below, we found that a triangular shaped sub-
network between the presensory motor area (pre-SMA), left ventral premotor area (PreMA),
and left BA is activated in the bilingual English task and monolingual English task. However,
bilinguals speaking Spanish recruited an additional brain region to accomplish the language
task: the left WA.
Classically, the brain was understood as a one-to-one mapping between function and spe-
cific areas [11, 54]. However, this simplistic way of seeing things fails to explain mounting
experimental evidence suggesting that the neural organization of cognitive function is more
complex [112]. Van et al. [113] discovered that visual processing in primates is achieved
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through the integration of dozens of subdivisions of distinct regions that form a hierarchi-
cal network. Though other species of the animal kingdom communicate, humans, by far,
have the most developed language system and it represents a major open problem to fully
understand the underlying neural architecture of language processing.
Viewing language as a mapping between interacting networks of areas and function, Fe-
dorenko et al. [20] postulate several organizational schemes to achieve functional integration.
One dynamical configuration stated that the language network comprises domain-general
networks and functional specific regions. Domain general regions are regions with function-
ally diverse responses that may activate under tasks that are both linguistic or non-linguistic
in nature. Thus, what we call the common language “core” subnetwork may include both
domain-general components as well as modules highly specific to various aspects of language
processing.
Our results described subsequently in this work show that, in addition to the left Brocas
area (BA) and the left Wernickes area (WA), the pre-Supplementary Motor Area (pre-SMA)
and left ventral Pre-Motor Area (PreMA) are critical to language processing. This result
can be used for dual purposes: first, to better understand the modular integration scheme
employed in the brain for processing language, and secondly, to assist the neurosurgeon when
treating bilingual patients.
1.3 Data and partnership with MSK
Through the partnership between City College of New York and Memorial Sloan Cancer
Center we proposed the study which was approved for an NIH -RO1 grant. For the study
we sought healthy individuals to undergo a language task based fMRI. Specifically the study
had subjects perform a language verbal task, as well as a letter task [21]. The language
tasks are the same ones employed by neurosurgeons to obtain pre-surgical language maps in
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clinical cases.
In particular, the language task experiment employed a common verb generation task
while imaging the participant. The participant was presented with a noun (i.e. baby) and
was asked to generate action words (i.e. crawling or crying) associated with the noun. The
letter task experiment required the participants to generated a word by a given letter (i.e.
generate “Boy” from given letter ‘B’).
To establish the brain network we utilize Task-Based functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (TB fMRI) data. fMRI’s Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal is the
main imaging method used to measure functional connectivity [6]. BOLD measures changes
in deoxyhemoglobin concentration in response to Task-Based stimuli or as a result of spon-
taneous neuronal activity [23]. The BOLD signal consists of a time series for every voxel of
the 3D imaged volume of a brain. A voxel is small cube representing the resolution limit of
an image’s volume. It is the three dimensional equivalent of a pixel in two dimensions. The
signal in each voxel represents an average response of thousands of neurons together.
The data analysis methods are described in detail in chapter 2 and results for different
populations of the experimental study are shown in the subsequent Chapters. The data
analysis is based on network modeling approaches.
1.4 The network approach
Previous work has shown that brain networks are composed of functional modules. Mod-
ules, in the context of network theory (See Chapter 2) and the brain, refer to anatomically
neighboring and/or functionally related cortical regions. The modular community structure
of the brain is characterized by densely connected strong links inside of each module while
weak links sparsely connect between modules [22]. The destruction of these supposedly
weak links especially would cause the brain to experience a cascading failure, leading to
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catastrophic brain damage.
In our network models, a module is analogously defined as any connected component,
inside of which there is a path connecting every pair of nodes of the network. A module is
a sub-network within the global network [24]. One central problem is to understand how
modules work together to create a unified response, while still maintaining independence for
functional specialization. Whatever network we build must solve this problem while still
agreeing with experimental observations.
In this work, we only consider Task-Based fMRI images, where the subject has been
presented with a stimulus and is asked to perform a task in response (in contrasting with
Resting-State fMRI where subject does not perform any task). Resting-State fMRI has been
studied intensively in the past years and how to define a network is also well-understood [25].
Task-Based fMRI identifies the activity of a single voxel that can be found by fitting a voxel’s
signal to the experimental model’s task design (a set of onset/offset times). Knowledge of
which voxels in the brain are activated allows us to clearly define the nodes of our network.
This is the key advantage of task-based experiments.
Once we have identified the nodes, then we need to establish the links in our network.
Link weights are determined for the functional-CN using cross-correlations between two
nodes. Link weights in the functional-CN are determined by statistical inference modeling
[26] over these correlations. There are many choices of models for determining direct links
and this is a growing field of active research [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Here we describe two
simple common modeling methods for undirected networks, Graphical Lasso and Maximum
Entropy.
A final step of adding structure to the network based on the NoN theory [22, 32] is
undertaken. Modules are created, each forming its own local sub-network within the global
network. NoN suggests two types of links which play different roles for preserving robustness
and promising efficiency in specialization and integration. A link connecting two nodes
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within the same module we shall refer to as an intramodular link or intralink, whereas any
link connecting two nodes within different modules we refer to as an intermodular link or
inter-link. The former is believed to be the one processing the information associated to a
specific function while the later is considered to be the one controlling distant nodes located
in different modules. The NoN theory proposes that an embedded subnetwork of weak links
connects the modules over a strongly bound intra-link network [33, 34].
This network construction has recently been performed on data from long-term-potentiation
(LTP) induction acted on the rat’s hippocampus area to inhibit its memory [24]. Our goal
in this thesis is to apply this method to the populations of humans from whom we collected
fMRI data in attempt to understand the language network.
1.5 Thesis Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I summarize our methods to
construct functional connectivity networks from functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI) data. We demonstrate a sophisticated pipeline for data analysis. We also discuss
the network theoretical aspects of our approach. In Chapter 3, we present our result from
the data of 9 healthy individuals performing language task fMRI. We apply the methods
discussed in Chapter 2 to obtain individual and common language networks. The approach
is used again in Chapter 4 where we compare the functional networks of bilingual Spanish-
English subjects versus monolingual English speakers. In Chapter 5, a single case study
of the language network of a patient who had suffered from a brain tumor which has been
successfully resected is presented. We find evidence for plasticity of the functional language
network.
Chapter 2
Brain Network Construction
Methodology
2.1 Brain network construction
In this section we discuss a few different methods to construct functional brain networks
from the analysis of the tb-fMRI signal. Using a graph theory vocabulary, a network ar-
chitecture can described by using a graph G(N,E), which is a collection of N nodes and E
edges connecting the nodes in pairs. The graph structure can be encoded using a weighted
adjacency matrix Aˆ whose elements Aij are either zeros, if there is no connection between a
node i and a node j, or are equal to wij (the weighted link between node i and j) otherwise:
Aij =

wij, if there is a weighted link i− j
0 otherwise
(2.1)
In structural brain networks, for instance, Aˆ represents the connectivity matrix of the fiber
pathways connecting all the voxels, or Region of Interest (ROIs), considered for spatial
parcellation of the brain. The weight wij, in this case, may refer to fiber density linking a
9
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region i (voxel or ROI) with a region j and it is, in general, asymmetric, i.e. wij 6= wji [35].
In functional brain networks, Aˆ represents the functional connectivity matrix expressing
statistical dependences among the N active voxels result of the fMRI activation map[35, 36].
The weighted links wij connecting all the N active voxels (nodes of the graph) should,
therefore, not to be thought as physical connections. The functional connectivity matrix is
generally not unique, in fact it depends on the underlying model postulated to describe the
physical system under study.
There are two main settings in which this matrix can be derived, the first assumes the
underlying system at equilibrium, the second in a state of non-equilibrium. The equilibrium
assumption produces symmetric functional connectivity matrices, i.e. with symmetric sta-
tistical dependencies between voxel i and j (wij = wji). Real biological systems are not in an
equilibrium state and, indeed, a priori the statistical dependence of voxel i from j differs from
the statistical dependence of j from i (wji 6= wij). The most realistic description of biological
systems should thus be grounded on a non-equilibrium modelling, based on time series or on
perturbation of the system in a non-equilibrium steady state. Non-equilibrium reconstruc-
tion is yet generally harder than the equilibrium one, and this is one of the main reasons why
the literature has so far mostly focused on the latter, producing a host of different methods,
in an equilibrium setting, to infer functional networks from biological data.
The resulting symmetry of the functional connectivity matrix in equilibrium reconstruc-
tion is, therefore, a limitation of the methods used to infer the underlying functional archi-
tecture, rather than a feature of the system itself. Beside non-equilibrium reconstruction
methods, few techniques have been developed to account for the asymmetry of the connec-
tivity in networks by measuring direction of influence based on temporal precedence cues,
e.g. Granger causality and transfer entropy. These techniques are usually applied on top of
an equilibrium reconstruction, to assign link directionality of the existing connections recon-
structed in an equilibrium setting. Connectivity directionality, within these approaches, is
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specified on the extent to which the past of one time series can probabilistically predict the
future of another.
In the following sections, we examine a few equilibrium methods widely used in brain
network reconstruction that fall into two main classes. The first, presented in Section 2.2,
makes use of direct thresholding of the pair-wise correlation matrix of the fMRI time series.
The second class, presented in Section 2.3, basis the network reconstruction on statistical
inference techniques and therefore assumes that the fMRI data is generated by some under-
lying statistical model. Non-equilibrium network inference, however, is out of the scope of
the present work and we address to [26] for further details.
2.2 Functional networks from pairwise correlations
One of the simplest way and widely used method to construct functional brain networks
is to assign as entries of the adjacency matrix (2.1) the values of the thresholded pair-wise
correlation matrix [35]. Entries of a pair-wise correlation matrix Cˆ are computed according
to
Cij =
〈xixj〉 − 〈xi〉〈xj〉√
(〈x2i 〉 − 〈xi〉)2(〈x2j〉 − 〈xj〉)2
. (2.2)
where xi is a vector encoding the fMRI time response of voxel i and 〈·〉 indicates a temporal
average. These values are then thresholded to get rid of a percentage of the weakest ones
and those which survive the thresholding are assigned as weighted links of the network, thus,
the adjacency matrix is constructed as
Aij(ρ) =

Cij if |Cij| ≥ ρ
0 if |Cij| < ρ or i = j
(2.3)
When the interest is only on the architecture reconstruction of the network and not on the
weight values of the links, the above matrix can be binarized, assigning value one to non-zero
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entries and zero otherwise. The topological properties of the resulting architecture depend
on the threshold value ρ chosen to infer connectivity, we emphasize this dependence through
the argument of the matrix Aˆ above. In general, the higher the threshold value ρ, the sparser
the resulting matrix Aˆ and therefore the final architecture.
Within the network neuroscience community, several criteria have been proposed to
choose ρ based on the property of the resulting network, as for instance its wiring cost,
its efficiency and etc. [35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. In Section 2.5 we discuss some of these ap-
proaches employed to fix the threshold value ρ. Most of these methods do not necessarily
take into account the modular structure of brain networks and, therefore, community detec-
tion algorithms are successively applied on the resulting network to identify which nodes are
part of a specific brain area or cluster (e.g. the hippocampus, the Broca’s area, the Sensory
Motor Area, etc.).
2.3 Functional networks from statistical inference
Alternative ways to construct brain functional networks, to those presented in the pre-
vious section, are offered by the broad realm of statistical inference [42, 43]. This branch of
science aims to determine properties of a probability distribution underlying some observed
data. It assumes that data realizations are generated through a specific statistical model, a
given probability distribution, which depends on some parameters. Probabilities describing
network processes are parametrized by functional connectivity matrices describing the statis-
tical dependencies of the network components and, therefore, the inference of the probability
parameters include the reconstruction of the connectivity matrix. Thus, statistical inference
techniques can be applied to infer the functional connectivity (statistical dependencies) of
the system under study and so, when applied on tb-fMRI data, produce, as a result, the
network of functional dependencies wiring the active voxels.
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The choice of the model is guided by the physical knowledge of the underlying process
under study and, for large systems (large N), the computational complexity of the recon-
struction method is also taken into account for the right model selection. Indeed more
involving models could result being more predictive and accurate in network reconstruction
but, at the same time, very time consuming and therefore only applicable for very small
system sizes. The final choice of the model is thus weighted by all theoretical, experimental
and computational factors.
Probability distributions used in equilibrium inference, for instance, are of the type:
Pt({xi}) = 1
Z(Jˆ , h)
exp
[∑
i
hixi +
∑
i<j
Jijxixj + (2.4)
· · ·+
∑
i1<i2<···<ip
Ji1i2...ipxi1xi2 . . . xip
]
(2.5)
Above, xi indicates the value of the state variable on node i, which can take either discrete or
continuous values, depending on the system under study and on its modelling. The parameter
hi acts as an external local field on the variable xi, i.e. an external local perturbation on
the state variable. The interaction coupling between a node i and j is encoded in Jij, which
is therefore an entry of the inferred functional matrix Jˆ2 (the subscript stands for 2-body
interaction). This matrix models the pair-wise interaction between pairs of variables sitting
on the network’s nodes, higher order interactions (as for instance 3-body, etc...) are encoded
in other coupling terms, as for instance Ji1i2...ip for the p-body one of the Jˆp matrix. Finally,
the term Z(Jˆ , h) is a normalization factor which depends on all the couplings J ’s and external
fields h’s.
In principle, the real probability distribution of a system of N components could be given
by an exponential family probability as in (2.5) but it should contain interaction terms up
to the N -body. For practical purposes, this is computationally unfeasible and theoretically
challenging, therefore, in most cases only 2-body interaction terms are often incorporated and
therefore the probability (2.5), with only these terms included, represents an approximation
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of the real one. The accuracy of such approximation depends on the system under study and
on its state at the moment of the measure. For instance, whether or not 3-body couplings
are well described by 2-body ones or whether the system is found in high-cooperative phase
(hard phase) or in a state where its component are close to work independently (easy phase)
[26]. Furthermore the reconstruction precision depends on whether or not the system shows
only cooperative functional interaction terms (either only positive or negative J ’s) or both
cooperative and competitive ones (mixture of positive and negative J ’s). Indeed in the
former case the inference of the J and h parameters is computationally easier than in the
latter case [26].
2.3.1 Graphical Lasso
As an alternative to the above approach we consider a method based on linear regression.
The statistical inference method that we introduce in this section assumes that the underlying
structural network is overall sparse. Loosely speaking, a sparse statistical model assumes
that only a relatively small number of parameters (or predictors) are relevant [44]. Sparsity
also facilitates interpretation of the results. Indeed with less predictors, i.e. parameters,
it is easier to identify those which are more relevant. In the case of study here, a sparse
connectivity matrix Jˆ better highlights which are the more relevant connections between
pairs of voxels. The use of sparse statistical models is also motivated by empirical observation
of sparse connectivity in the human brain network [45].
The method that we review here is called graphical lasso [46] and it is a computationally
faster version of the popular statistical inference lasso method introduced in [47] and applied
for inverse problems in several different disciplines [48, 49, 50, 51]. Let us consider the BOLD
signal of N active voxels which are the outcome of a task-based fMRI scan. Graphical lasso
(glasso) assumes that the signals of the N active voxels are multivariate normal distributed
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with mean ~µ and covariance Σˆ [46],
P (~x) =
(
det(2piΣˆ)
)−1/2
e−
1
2
(~x−~µ)T Σˆ−1(~x−~µ). (2.6)
Let Jˆ = Σ−1 and let Cˆ be the empirical covariance matrix, obtained from experimental
observation of the BOLD signal. The glasso method aims to reconstruct the connectivity
matrix Jˆ by maximizing the penalized log-likelihood
logL = log detJˆ − tr(CˆJˆ)− λ||Jˆ ||1 (2.7)
over nonnegative definite matrices Jˆ . Above tr denotes the trace and ||Jˆ ||1 is the L1 norm,
i.e. the sum of the absolute values of the elements of Jˆ . Whereas λ is kind of a “budget”, it
limits the sum of the absolute values of the parameter estimates, the entries of the matrix Jˆ .
The higher the value of the parameter λ, the higher is the sparsity in the resulting network,
therefore the budget limits how well we can fit the data [46]. It must be generally specified
by some external procedure, in machine learning it is usually fixed by cross-validation [44].
In what follows we will not enter into the details of implementation for the maximization
algorithm of eq. (2.7), we address the interested reader to the original paper [46].
2.4 On common features of networks obtained with dif-
ferent penalization procedures
Both methods presented in Sec. 2.2 and 2.3.1 tune the resulting connectivity matrix
by using a penalization parameter. The higher the value of this penalization, the sparser
the resulting network architecture. These two methods are rather different so one would
not expect any particular similarity in the resulting architectures obtained with these two
procedures. Mazumder and Hastie [52] have shown, however, that for the same value of the
penalization parameter (i.e. ρ = λ) the thresholding of the correlation matrix presented in
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Sec. 2.2 and the penalization of the graphical lasso discussed in Sec. 2.3.1 produce network
architectures which have giant components (GC) of equal size. Figure 2.1 shows how the
size of the GC of networks obtained through these procedures changes by varying the value
of the penalty parameter, in the case of networks obtained from tb-fMRI time series of a
representative subject performing a language task. For high value of the penalty parameter
(ρ = 1) all nodes are isolated and there is no link connecting any of them, therefore GC = 0.
By decreasing the value of ρ, links are progressively added, bridging more and more nodes
together and consequently creating networks with progressively higher value of the GC (see
Fig. 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Percolation curve of Cˆ (blue curve in upper panel) and Jˆ (red curve in lower
panel). Percolation of Cˆ is by directly thresholding the Cˆ matrix and ρ is the thresholding
parameter (as horizontal axis on the upper panel). Percolation of Jˆ is by applying lasso
penalty parameter λ on the Jˆ matrix (as horizontal axis on the lower panel). The vertical
axis plots the Giant Component’s size. We can see that two curves appear to be the same.
We here stress that, although the size of the GC of the resulting networks produced with
the two methods is equal, the networks architectures themselves are different, i.e. the general
nodes’ wiring is not the same in the two cases. In fact, overall, the graphical lasso produces
a sparser architecture. In Fig. 2.2 we show the resulting connectivity matrix obtained with
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the thresholding of the Cij described in Sec. 2.2 as upper panel and with graphical lasso
(Sec. 2.3.1) as the middle panel with the same penalty parameter in both cases. The lower
panel shows the matrix difference between the two matrices. The equivalence of the GC size
of network obtained through the procedure described in Sec. 2.2 and 2.3.1 is a useful result
[52] which will be employed in the following.
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Figure 2.2: Cˆ and Jˆ under the same penalty value. Upper panel: Cˆ(ρ), where ρ = 0.7.
Middle panel: Jˆ(λ), where λ = 0.7. Lower panel: the matrix’ difference between the upper
panel and the middle panel.
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2.5 Methods to fix the penalty parameter
In this section we present few different methods to fix the aforementioned penalty pa-
rameter based on biological considerations and features of the system under investigation.
The following approaches can then be applied to either the thresholding of the correlation
matrix or to the graphical lasso method.
2.5.1 One penalization parameter
Brain networks are known to support both segregated (specialized) and integrated (dis-
tributed) information processing [2]. At the functional level, segregation is revealed through
the presence of active brain modules specialized in precise cognitive performances. Integra-
tion, rather, is achievable when the different brain modules are functionally interplaying with
each other, across the whole brain. In other words, integration is possible if information is
exchanged between voxels within a given module and between voxels belonging to different
modules, for all the active voxels across the brain. Therefore, a functional architecture that
depicts the feature of brain integration is such to connect all the active voxels (nodes) with
a functional path. In mathematical terms, brain integration translates into a functional
network with giant connected component equal to one, i.e. all the nodes belong to the same
cluster and are all bridged together through the functional wiring. The brain connectivity
has an associated and recognized structural cost, which reflects also on the functional level
[38, 39, 40, 41], so the functional wiring cannot exceed certain edges and this feature should
be taken into account when building brain networks.
Thus albeit, on one hand, brain architectures have enough connectivity in order to guar-
antee integration, on the other hand, they show a minimal wiring. To capture these two
biological features, the value of the penalty parameter in Sec. 2.2 and 2.3.1 can be fixed
such that the giant component of the functional network is equal to one (such to guarantee
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integration) and, at the same time, the amount of wiring is minimal [24]. Figure 2.3 shows
the result of this procedure for the language network of a right-handed healthy representative
subject (the right panel is the final thresholded Jˆ matrix and the left panel is the constructed
network)and we show the original correlation matrix in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.3: Brain functional network inferred from the tb-fMRI signal of a representative
individual performing a language task, same subject as in Figure 2.4. Left panel: picto-
rial representation of the network. Each node represents a fMRI active voxel; links reflect
functional dependencies between nodes. Intra-modular links are colored black whereas inter-
modular links in green. Nodes are colored according to their module (anatomical brain area,
see legend at the bottom). The spatial arrangement of the modules is made to facilitate
visualization and does not reflect the real anatomical locations in the brain. Right panel:
connectivity matrix Jˆ for the same subject. Each row (column) denotes a node and matrix
entries denote links. Nodes are grouped together according to their module to illustrate the
modular structure of the functional matrix Jˆ(see horizontal color bar at the top and legend
at the bottom of the figure).
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Figure 2.4: Pair-wise correlation matrix Cˆ using the BOLD signal of a language tb-fMRI, for
a representative subject. Each row (column) refers to a given node. Nodes within the same
module are grouped together and the horizontal color bar on top of the matrix illustrates
the module each node belongs to (color legend is at the bottom of the figure). The vertical
color bar on the right side of the matrix reports the correlation values.
As mentioned in Sec. 4.2.7, the results of [52] demonstrate that, for the same penalty
parameter, the GC of the network obtained through thresholding of the cross-correlation
matrix and through graphical lasso is the same and, therefore, same are the results shown
by Fig. 2.1 obtained with the two procedures. Yet, obtaining the adjacency matrix with the
method discussed in Sec. 2.2 is computationally faster than obtaining the adjacency matrix
with the technique of Sec. 2.3.1. These matrices are in general different, but the networks
that they depict have the same GC size.
Therefore, even when the interest is to build a brain network through graphical lasso
(Sec. 2.3.1), the penalty parameter value such that GC = 1 can be found by spanning the
GC of networks obtained by thresholding the cross-correlation (upper panel of Fig. 2.1).
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This would indeed save computational time. Then, once the value of the penalty parameter
at which GC = 1 has been identified, one can use Eq. (2.7) to compute the adjacency matrix
of the network through graphical lasso.
2.5.2 Two penalization parameters
The density of the fiber tracks intra-module is known to be denser than the density of
fiber tracks inter-modules. In other terms, voxels in the same brain module are structurally
more densely connected than voxels belonging to different brain modules [22, 35]. This is a
feature of the underlying brain connectome which must reflect at the functional level and,
indeed, cross-correlations among voxels within the same module are generally higher than
cross-correlation between voxels in different modules.
One way to reproduce different intra- and inter-module functional connectivity is to use
two different threshold parameters, one to specify the intra-module connectivity of all the
different brain modules and one to set the intra-modules functional connections. The same
considerations on the brain integration and minimal wiring discussed in the previous section
apply and so, the guideline suggests to guarantee that all nodes are connected through
a path and, concurrently, the final architecture is the sparsest possible. Let us denote
the penalization parameter which sets the (intra-) inter-module functional connectivity as
(λintra) λinter. Each brain module in the brain can be thought as a sub-architecture itself.
The parameter λintra can be fixed such that the giant component of each one of the modules
is equal to one and the intra-module connectivity density is minimal. This parameter is then
tuned from high to low values.
The functional connectivity density across modules remains generally different, indeed it
reflects the cross-correlation structure, and its overall density is controlled by the sparsest
module (the module whose giant component is one for the lowest penalty value).
Once λintra is determined, all nodes within each module are connected through a path
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but no link connects nodes in different modules. The inter-module functional connectivity
is indeed specified by another value of the penalty parameter, i.e. λinter, as mentioned. The
value of this parameter is specified such to connect all the modules through a path with a
minimal wiring. Figure 2.5 shows the result of this procedure for the language network of a
right-handed bilingual healthy representative subject (the right panel is the final thresholded
Jˆ matrix from the two penalization parameters and the left panel is the original Cˆ matrix ).
As mentioned, intra-module cross-correlations are generally stronger than inter-module cross
correlations. This implies that, by using the above method, λintra ≥ λinter and, therefore,
the functional connectivity across modules is sparser than within modules reproducing the
feature observed at the structural level.
Figure 2.5: Pair-wise correlation matrix Cˆ using the BOLD signal of a language tb-fMRI,
for a representative bilingual healthy subject. Each row (column) refers to a given node.
Nodes within the same module are grouped together and the horizontal color bar on top of
the matrix illustrates the module each node belongs to (color legend is at the bottom of the
figure). The vertical color bar on the right side of the matrix reports the correlation values.
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2.5.3 Several penalization parameters: use percolation curve
The use of more than one threshold for constructing brain functional networks can be
further extended to embed different features. This method, rather than using only one single
value for the threshold, it uses a series of threshold values, based on the percolation plot, each
of which fixes intra-link within a given cluster and inter-links among clusters to construct the
functional networks. Del Ferraro et al. [53] reviewed this method in detail.This method was
not used directly on our data, but is described here for completeness, and to demonstrate
that it is necessary to be careful when using models with more than 1-2 parameters to avoid
over-fitting problem.
Chapter 3
IFLN of Healthy Right-Handed
Subjects
3.1 Introduction
Broca’s (BA) and Wernicke’s area (WA) have long been recognized as essential language
centers. Studies of aphasic patients have shown that damage to BA and WA causes loss
of ability to produce speech (expressive aphasia) and difficulty understanding language (re-
ceptive aphasia), respectively [11, 54]. Further evidence has shown that other secondary
and tertiary anatomical brain areas are also involved in language [55], including the pre-
Supplementary Motor Area (pre-SMA) [56], the Premotor Area (preMA) [57], and the Basal
Ganglia [58]. Despite these evidences, a full characterization of the language network is still
debated [59, 60].
Functional MRI (fMRI) has been largely used to investigate the blood-oxygen-level de-
pendent (BOLD) activation of the human brain, both for clinical and research purposes.
Although it cannot fully resolve the issue of ‘functional specialization’ of brain regions by
itself, it sheds light on which regions are engaged in certain cognitive processes.
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Language has been investigated using both resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) and tasked-
based fMRI (tb-fMRI). The former studies brain activation of subjects at rest [61], whereas
tb-fMRI delineates brain areas functionally involved in the performance of a specific task
[62]. Task-based fMRI is task-dependent, i.e. different language tasks may activate different
areas involved in language function [63]. Consequently, clinical studies employ a specific
class of language tasks which has been shown to produce robust activation in individual
participants and thus facilitate the localization of the language-sensitive cortex [64, 65].
In this paper we analyze fMRI scans of 20 healthy individuals who perform the same
language task designed for clinical purposes. From the correlation of the BOLD signal we
construct the functional connectivity network for each subject, which is standardly employed
to investigate statistical interdependencies among brain regions [22, 35, 66].
The motivation for this study is to use the resulting functional connectivity of these
healthy individuals as a benchmark for clinical study. Brain pathologies indeed (e.g. brain
tumors [67], strokes [68], epilepsy [69]) affect functional connectivity by disrupting functional
links and reducing the fMRI activation of brain areas (e.g. neurovascular de-coupling effect
due to brain tumor [70]). The reconstruction of the functional connectivity in clinical cases,
therefore, is influenced by the presence of the brain pathology [67]. To better understand
which are the functional damages produced by the brain impairment it is important to have,
as a benchmark, functional networks of healthy individuals performing the same language
task normally used for clinical cases. The comparison between healthy control and patient’s
functional network relative to the same task might, among others, guide tumor resection to
preserve functional links.
Motivated by these considerations we investigated which is the language functional ar-
chitecture shared among healthy subjects, i.e. the functional subnetwork that persists in
each analyzed individual beyond the inter-subject variability. This architecture is indicative
of a ‘core’-structure for the language task under study shared across individuals.
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Furthermore, we aim to uncover the functional connectivity of the subdivisions of the
Broca’s area (pars-opercularis (op-BA) and pars-triangularis (tri-BA), i.e Brodmann area
44 and 45 respectively), which plays a pivotal role in language function [54, 55]. Previous
studies based on fMRI showed that BA’s subdivisions perform different functions in language
processing. Newman et al. [71] showed that tri-BA is more implicated in thematic processing
whereas op-BA is more involved in syntactic processing. Studies based on transcranial
magnetic stimulation have shown that op-BA is more specialized in phonological tasks and
tri-BA more in semantic tasks [72, 73, 74]. Patients who show speech impairment often
have direct damage to the Broca’s area. Thus, understanding how BA-subdivisions are
functionally wired to other brain regions in healthy controls would help to better clarify the
effect of brain pathologies on this decisive language area.
From our analysis we find that the functional architecture shared by most of the subjects
under study wires together Broca’s area (op-BA and tri-BA), Wernicke’s area, the pre-
Supplementary Motor Area, and the Premotor area. By investigating network properties at
the subject level we find that, in each individual functional network, these areas belong to
an innermost ‘core’, more specifically the maximum ‘k-core’ of the functional connectivity,
which is a robust and highly connected sub-structure of the functional architecture. The
k-core measure has received vast attention in network analysis since it provides a topological
notion of the structural skeleton of a circuitry [75, 76, 77, 78]. More recently, the maximum
k-core has been related to the stability of complex biological systems [79] and of resilient
functional structures in the brain [80]. Our results demonstrate that the functional architec-
ture which persists beyond inter-subject variability is part of the maximum k-core structure,
an innermost highly connected sub-network, associated with system’s resilience and stability
[79].
Overall, our findings identify a group of functional regions of interest (fROIs) linked
together in a functional circuitry that have a decisive role for the language task used in
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clinical applications.
3.2 Materials and Methods
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board and an informed consent
was obtained from each subject. The study was carried out according to the declaration of
Helsinki. Twenty healthy right-handed adult subjects (13 males and 7 females; age mean =
36.6; age SD = 11.56) without any neurological history were included.
3.2.1 Functional task
For the fMRI task, all subjects performed a verbal fluency task using verb generation in
response to auditory nouns. During the verb generation task, subjects were presented with
a noun (for example, ‘baby’) by oral instruction and then asked to generate action words
(for example, ‘cry’, ‘crawl’, etc...) associated with the noun. Four nouns were displayed over
six stimulation epochs with each epoch lasting 20 seconds, which allowed for a total of 24
distinct nouns to be read over the entire duration. Each epoch consisted of a resting period
and a task period (see BOLD activation in Fig. 4.1, panel a-b). In order to avoid artifacts
from jaw movements, subjects were asked to silently generate the words. Brain activity
and head motion were monitored using Brainwave software (GE, Brainwave RT, Medical
Numerics, Germantown, MD) allowing real-time observation.
3.2.2 Data acquisition
A GE 3 T scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) and a standard
quadrature head coil was employed to acquire the MR images. Functional images covering
whole brain were acquired using a T2* weighted gradient echo echo-planar imaging sequence
(repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 4000/40 ms; slice thickness = 4.5 mm; matrix
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Figure 3.1: Activation map for a representative subject. BOLD signal for a non-active
and active voxel are shown respectively in panel a) and b) together with the smoothed boxcar
language model which depicts the auditory stimulus. c) 3D visualization of the brain with
fMRI active areas and corresponding p-values.
= 128 × 128; FOV = 240mm). Functional matching axial T1-weighted images (TR/TE
= 600/8 ms; slice thickness = 4.5 mm) were acquired for anatomical co-registration pur-
poses. Additionally, 3D T1-weighted SPGR (spoiled gradient recalled) sequence (TR/TE =
22/4 ms; slice thickness = 1.5 mm; matrix = 256× 256) covering entire brain were acquired.
3.2.3 Data processing
Functional MRI data were processed and analyzed using the software program Analysis of
Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) [81]. Head motion correction was performed using 3D rigid-
body registration. Spatial smoothing was applied to improve the signal-to-noise ratio using
a Gaussian filter with 4 mm full width of half maximum. Corrections for linear trend and
high frequency noise were also applied. To obtain the activation map, BOLD signal changes
over time were cross-correlated with a baseline smoothed box-car model representative of the
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word-generation epochs and period of rests (see Figure 4.1, panel a-b). Functional activation
maps were generated in the individual native space at a threshold of p < 0.0001 (see Figure
4.1, panel c, for a representative subject).
3.2.4 Network construction
The following sections describe the functional network construction. In Sec. 4.2.6 we
first describe how to create, from the fMRI signal of the active voxels, a brain network for
each individual separately. Section 4.2.7 discusses the group analysis or how we obtain, from
the individual brain networks, a common architecture which unveils a persistent circuitry
across all the single-subject brain networks.
3.2.5 Individual brain network construction
For each subject we construct a functional network, this network can be seen at two
different scales or levels: i) at the voxel-level and ii) at the fROI-level, as we explain in here
more detail.
At the voxel-level, active voxels in the individual activation map (p < 0.0001) define
the nodes of our functional network. Functional links are inferred by thresholding pair-wise
correlations between pair of voxels, as standard in the literature [22, 35, 66]. Accordingly, a
pair of voxels with correlation above a fixed threshold are connected by a link, whose weight
is given by the correlation strength [35, 80, 82]. Nearby active voxels are grouped together
based on the subject individual anatomy and considered part of the same fROI. Figure 3.2,
upper panel, shows a realization of the voxel-level functional network for a representative
subject, where voxels which are part of the same fROI are colored equally.
We define fROIs within each subject individually, based on the activation and anatomy of
the specific subject [80, 82, 83]. For instance, all the active voxel in Brodmann area 22 of the
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superior temporal lobe define the Wernicke’s area fROI. The reason for choosing individual-
based fROIs is that group-based ROI-level analysis suffer from inter-subject variability in
the location of activation, in contrast, individual subject fROIs analysis can reveal greater
functional specificity [83].
At the fROI-level a node represents an entire fROI, i.e. a group of nearby active voxels
in the same anatomical area. At this level, a functional link connects two fROIs if there
exists at least one link, at the voxel-level, between a pair of voxels in the two fROIs. The
functional link’s weight between two fROIs i and j (Wij) is defined as the sum of all the
functional links’ weight (wlm) connecting all pair of voxels (l,m) between the two fROIs,
normalized by the sum of the two fROIs’ size:
Wij =
∑
l,m∈{i↔j}wl,m
size(fROIi) + size(fROIj )
(3.1)
For each individual we then normalize each Wij by the value of the largest W for that
individual (Wmax):
W˜ij =
Wij
Wmax
, for all i and j fROIs (3.2)
In this way the link’s weight scale is the same across subjects (see Supplementary Table S3)
and the maximum weight is W˜ = 1 in each individual. Figure 3.2, lower panel, illustrates
the functional network at the fROIs-level for a representative subject.
For each individual, we are interested in uncovering the functional architecture of the
subdivision of the Broca’s area, i.e tri-BA and op-BA, which correspond to all active voxels
in Brodmann area 44 and 45, respectively. Each of these sub-areas have been associated with
different language processes in previous studies [71, 72, 73, 74]. Through our analysis we aim
to find out the specificity of their functional connectivity, to unveil whether their different
engagement in language processing may be associated to a different functional wiring with
the rest of the brain. Thus, when building the individual functional network, we group the
active voxels of the BA into two different and separate fROIs: op-BA and tri-BA (see Fig.
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3.2).
We named the fROI according to their main anatomical boundaries as follows. We
retained the classical designations of BA (Brodmann area 44-45, inferior frontal gyrus) and
WA (Brodmann area 22, superior temporal gyrus) as these designations still predominate in
neurosurgery, which dominates clinical practice [55]. We defined the ventral Premotor area
(v-preMA) as the ventral portion of the premotor cortex, which includes the inferior part
of Brodmann’s area 6, centered on the posterior-most portion of the middle frontal gyrus
(MFG) [55]. The superior portion of Brodmann’s area 6 was considered dorsal premotor
area (d-preMA). The anterior-most part of the middle frontal gyrus was identified as anterior
middle frontal gyrus (aMFG). The pre-SMA was defined within the medial frontal cortex,
at the level of Brodmann area’s 6 [84]. The precentral gyrus was identified with Brodmann’s
area 4, the supramarginal gyrus was identified with Brodmann’s area 40 and angular gyrus
with Brodmann’s area 39 [55]. The deep opercular cortex (DOC) included the innermost
portion of the frontal operculum [55]. Active areas that support non-linguistic processing,
such as the visual and the auditory cortex, were excluded from the analysis [60, 83]. These
areas are indeed activated because the subject is presented with auditory stimuli and may
keep the eyes open.
The same functional network construction as described above is carried over for all the 20
subjects individually, both at the voxel- and fROI-level. Next, we carry a group analysis to
identify the common functional network shared across individuals, beyond the inter-subject
variability, as described in following section.
3.2.6 Common network construction across subjects
Our interest in studying functional networks for single individuals performing language
tasks is aimed to uncover functional architectures which are persistent across healthy subjects
and could be useful and informative when dealing with clinical cases. Individual functional
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networks have innate subject variability (e.g. one subject activates one specific area or has
a functional link while another does not). Therefore, after we reconstructed the individual
functional networks, we performed a group analysis at the fROI-level by investigating which is
the persistent set of links and brain areas across subjects or, in other words, which functional
sub-architecture is common among all the individuals.
This functional architecture is informative of which areas and functional links persist
beyond the inter-subject variability and therefore it represents a language ‘core’ structure
for the specific language task under study. Accordingly, surgical intervention, as for instance
tumor resection, should operate by preserving such ‘core’ structure existing across healthy
controls. In addition, functional damages to this structure due to brain pathologies - and
observed from the functional connectivity of the patient - may be informative of the damage
extent (e.g. a missing functional link in the ‘core’ may signify a larger harm than a missing
connection between more peripheral areas not in the ‘core’).
We name this most persistent functional architecture across subjects, at the fROI-level,
‘common network’. This common architecture is defined retaining a pair of fROIs and a
functional link connecting them only if these areas and link are present across subjects.
The weight of the functional link connecting two fROIs i and j in the common network
(WCij ) is defined as the average of the W˜ij connecting those fROIs across subjects:
WCij =
1
N
N∑
l=1
W˜
(l)
ij (3.3)
where N is the total number of individuals. We report and discuss the results of this
quantitative analysis in the following sections.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Individual networks
For each individual we observe fMRI activation in both hemispheres, however, left dom-
inance is clearly observed, as expected, since all the subjects are right handed [85, 86]. The
number of left hemisphere areas of activation regions is greater and in most cases their
frequency of activation is greater as well.
Active fROIs across subjects include, in alphabetic order: Angular Gyrus (L), Broca’s
Area (L), (op-BA and tri-BA), Broca’s Area (R), Caudate (L and R), Deep Opercular Cortex
(L and R) [55], aMFG (L and R), pre-Central Gyrus (L and R), ventral and dorsal preMA
(L), ventral preMA (R), pre-SMA, Supra Marginal Gyrus (L and R), Wernicke’s Area (L
and R). Detailed information on the frequency of activation of each area across subjects is
summarized in Supplementary Table S1. In the following, for brevity, we will refer to left
hemisphere brain areas simply with the name of the areas, omitting the specification (L).
The functional network for a representative subject at both the voxel- and the fROIs-level
is shown in Fig. 3.2. All the single subjects functional connectivity at the fROI-level for each
of the 20 healthy individuals considered in our study are shown in Supplementary Figure S1
and all the connectivity values between pairs of fROIs are reported in Supplementary Table
S3.
We observe that, overall, the preMA is the most connected area across subjects, in terms
of connectivity weight. In 8 over 20 subjects the strongest functional connection is between
preMA - op-BA and in 7 over 20 cases is between preMA - pre-SMA. In total, the preMA
turns out to have the strongest connection with some other area in 17 out of 20 subjects, in
3 cases the strongest functional connection is between op-BA and tri-BA.
Wernicke’s area is known to structurally connect to BA through the arcuate fasciculus,
a bundle of axons linking the inferior frontal gyrus with the superior temporal gyrus. We
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investigated the functional connections of the BA-subdivisions with the rest of the brain and,
with focus on WA, we find that op-BA connects to WA in 18 out of 20 subjects, while tri-BA
connects to WA in 15 out of 20 individuals. In terms of connectivity weight, in 10 out of 20
subjects WA connects more strongly with op-BA than to tri-BA, whereas in 7 subjects we
have the opposite finding, tri-BA connects more to WA than the opercular counterpart. In 2
subjects the functional connectivity of op-BA and tri-BA to WA is, instead, approximately
the same. One subject does not show WA activation at all.
Regarding other relevant areas such as preMA and pre-SMA we find that the connectivity
frequency of these areas with op-BA and tri-BA is about the same. Indeed the preMA
connects to op-BA in 18 subjects and to tri-BA in 17 out of 20. The pre-SMA connects to op-
BA in 19 subjects and to tri-BA in 18 subjects. So, overall, the connectivity frequency of the
BA-subdivisions with preMA and pre-SMA is similar. In terms of connectivity weight, op-BA
connects more strongly with both preMA and pre-SMA compared to tri-BA. Thus, although
the BA-subdivisions connect to preMA and pre-SMA with about the same frequency across
subjects, op-BA has - overall - a larger connectivity weight.
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Figure 3.3: Common network across subjects for the language task under study.
The figure illustrates the functional network, beyond inter-subject variability, shared across
subjects (seventeen out of twenty). The weight of a link connecting two fROIs is propor-
tional to the average of the functional links connecting those fROIs across subjects. Upper
panel: fROIs are located on their anatomical location on the brain. Lower panel: pictorial
illustration of the network in the upper panel, with the fROIs equally spaced on a plane.
3.3.2 Common network across subjects and functional subdivi-
sions of Broca’s area
The common network at the fROI-level, as described in Sec. 4.2.7, is made by those
fROIs and links present (persistent) across the majority of subjects. As a result of the left-
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dominance at the individual level, no consistent overlap of right-hemisphere activation has
been found across subjects.
We find that the persistent structure across subjects (seventeen out of twenty), beyond
inter-subject variability, is made by op-BA, tri-BA, WA, preMA, and pre-SMA connected
together in a functional architecture (see Fig. 3.3). This circuitry represents the ‘core’-
structure for the specific clinical language task under investigation since it is the functional
architecture that prevails in nearly all subjects. We find this network in seventeen out of
twenty subjects and not in all of them because three subjects show lack of activation for
either the op-BA (1 case), the tri-BA (1 case), or neither WA nor tri-BA (1 case). The
common network shown in Fig. 3.3 is therefore the one prevailing in closely all the subjects
and, thus, the functional structure that is persistent beyond inter-subject variability. This
conclusion is additionally supported by further findings we obtained on a study conducted
on bilingual healthy subjects when they speak their native language [87].
In terms of functional connectivity, the strongest connectivity weight in the common
network (WCmax) is between op-BA and preMA (W
C
max = 0.74 ± 0.31, where the average is
made across all the subjects that have such a link). The triangular BA also connects with the
preMA but with about half of the magnitude (WC = 0.37±0.29). Detailed information on the
functional connection of the other areas in the common network is reported in Supplementary
Table S2. Broca’s area has been longly recognized as a central language area, its strong
connectivity with the preMA(L) is of particular interest since the preMA(L) has been more
recently identified as an area with a dominant role for language [57]. We discuss this result
further in Section 3.4.1.
When we look at the connectivity of the BA-subdivisions with Wernicke’s areas, a primary
area for language comprehension, we observe that, in the common network, WA only connects
to op-BA. This reveals the existence of larger co-activation of the BOLD signal between these
two areas that might also be driven by their spatial vicinity (WA is anatomically closer to
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op-BA than to tri-BA). More detailed, as discussed in Sec. 3.3, at the individual level we find
that WA connects to tri-BA in 15 out of 20 subjects whereas it connects to op-BA in 18 out
of 20 subjects. Therefore, overall, BA-subdivisions both connect to WA in several different
individuals with a slightly larger presence of WA - op-BA connectivity across subjects. In
terms of connectivity weight, when we count only subjects where both op-BA and tri-BA
connect to WA we find that op-BA connects slightly more strongly to WA compared to
tri-BA (WC = 0.17± 0.23 vs WC = 0.15± 0.20, respectively).
Furthermore, we observe that op-BA has a larger connectivity than tri-BA both on
the number of connections with the rest of the areas in this network (4 vs 3 respectively,
the extra one being WA - op-BA) and in terms of functional connectivity weight. Indeed,
the average connectivity of the op-BA, across subjects and across areas, in the common
network is WC = 0.45± 0.25 (WC = 0.55± 0.20 without the link WA - op-BA) whereas the
comprehensive connectivity weight of the tri-BA is WC = 0.32± 0.18.
Finally, we observe that the average values for the common-network functional weights
reported in Supplementary Table S2 have large standard deviations (magnitude comparable
with the mean). This result signals a large inter-subject variability for the weight of the single
functional link across subjects. To investigate this further we plot the empirical distribution
of all the functional links’ weights across subjects and observe that it displays a long tail
shape (see Fig. 3.4), which is explicative of the large standard deviation values. Since all
the individual links’ weight are normalized to one, we plot the distribution in Fig. 3.4 up to
the value one excluded, because otherwise this distribution would show a second pick in one
due only to the normalization procedure.
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Figure 3.4: Functional connectivity weight distribution for all the subjects. Distri-
bution of the functional link’s weight across all subjects. The distribution is long tailed and
this explains the large variance values in Supplementary Table S2. Inset: same distribution
plotted in a log-log scale, data aligns on a straight line which indicates a power law behaviour
for such distribution.
3.3.3 The common network is part of the maximum k-core: the
most resilient architecture
The notion of k-core in theoretical physics has been used as a fundamental measure
of centrality and robustness within a network [79]. Since it was first introduced in social
sciences [88], it has been used in several contexts [75], as in random network theory [76] or
to describe large-scale structure in the brain [89].
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The k-core of a given architecture is defined as the maximal sub-graph, not necessarily
globally connected, made of all nodes having degree (number of connections) at least k. In
practice, the k-core sub-graph can be derived by removing from the network all nodes with
degree less than k. The removal of these nodes reduces the degree of their neighbors and
if the degree of the latter drops below k then these nodes should also be removed. The
procedure iterates until there are no further nodes that can be pulled out from the network.
The remaining graph is the k-core of the network. A k-core structure includes sub-networks
with higher k’s, i.e. k+ 1, k+ 2, etc... For instance, the 1-core includes the 2-core which, in
turn, includes the 3-core and so forth (see Fig. 3.5). In each k-core, nodes in the periphery
(not included in the k + 1-core) are called k-shell (ks). Thus, in each network, k-core (and
k-shell) structures are nested within each other with increasing k. The innermost structure
of the network corresponds to the graph with the maximum k-core that is also a topological
invariant of the network [78]. Figure 3.5, panel a, illustrates k-core and k-shell structures in
a simple explanatory network.
Recently, the maximum k-core (kmaxcore ) has been linked to the most resilient structure of
biological systems with positive interactions [79] and, in an fMRI study of human brains,
the kmax of the functional connectivity for a visual-task based experiment has been found to
be the most robust structure, which remains active even during subliminal conscious states
(subject not aware of seeing images) [80].
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Figure 3.5: k-core and k-shell of a network. Panel a) illustrates pictorially a network.
Nodes in the same disks have the same k-core. A k-core structure includes sub-networks with
higher k’s, so the 1-core includes the 2-core which, in turn, includes the 3-core and so forth.
Nodes which are in the k-core but not in the k + 1-core are called k-shell and are colored
differently. The maximum k-core coincides with the maximum k-shell, in this network is
kmax = 4 and depicted with brown nodes. Panel b) illustrates pictorially the construction
of the k-core histogram shown in Fig. 3.6. Note that here nodes in each k-shell are colored
differently, whereas in Fig. 3.6 different colors indicate nodes in different fROIs, piled up
according to their k-shell as in this panel.
Motivated by these recent findings we pruned each voxel-level individual functional net-
work until the maximum k-core structure and we investigated which k-core each node (voxel)
belongs to. We focused on the areas part of the common network (BA, WA, pre-SMA, and
preMA) because these are the fROIs which form a persistent language structure across in-
dividuals, as shown in Fig. 3.3. We aim to explore whether these regions are part of some
significative k-core structure which might shed light on the architecture of the network. Our
goal is to investigate, across subjects, which fROIs characterize the occupancy of each k-
shell and, thus, proceed as follows. For each individual network we compute the k-core and
k-shell of all the nodes (voxels) as described above. Each subject has, in general, a different
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kmax (k-shell) thus, to homogenize the k-cores across subjects, we divide each k-core by the
individual kmax. In this way, the k-core (k-shell) value of each individual goes from 0 to
1. In Fig. 3.6 we then plot the total k-shell occupancy for all the individuals and we color
differently the contribution of each fROI, in order to visualize to which k-shell they belong
to.
Results in Fig. 3.6 show that the maximum k-shell (which is in turn the maximum k-
core) is the most populated of all the k-shells of the common network. More importantly,
if we look at each area individually, we observe that the largest concentration of pre-SMA,
op-BA, tri-BA, and v-preMA is in the maximum k-shell. Among the areas of the common
network, WA is the only area that does not appear in the kmax but, rather, populates smaller
k-shell values.
In reference [79] the authors have shown that, for complex networks with positive cou-
plings, the kmax of the network is the most resilient structure under decreasing of the coupling
weight. In our functional networks, all the links are obtained through thresholding of pair-
wise correlations which, from our findings, turn out to be all positive. This is due to the
fact that the BOLD signal is extracted from a task-based fMRI experiment, stimulated by
an external input. In this way, active voxels are those mostly correlated with the task model
and, when computing pair-wise correlations among voxels correlated with the same external
stimulus, positive correlations are most likely, as we observe from our data analysis. This
result allows us to interpret the functional networks wired by positive interactions and, there-
fore, the theory of [79] applies. Accordingly, we can interpret the maximum k-core structure
of our network as the most resilient one.
In other words, the circuitry made by the pre-SMA, BA, and the preMA represents the
most robust structure of the functional network. Wernicke’s area, although it is part of
the common network, it does not lay in the kmax of the network, probably due to its more
peripheral anatomical location compared to the other fROIs of this common architecture.
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Therefore, although it is one of the most important areas for language, it is not part of the
most resilient ‘core’.
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Figure 3.6: k-shell occupancy for all healthy subjects. The histogram shows the k-
shell occupancy for nodes in the four fROIs of the common network of Fig. 3.3. Overall, the
majority of the nodes of this structure are located in the maximum k-shell, which coincides
with kmax, a quantity linked to the robustness of a complex network [79]. Of the four fROIs
of the common network, the pre-SMA, op-BA, tri-BA, and ventral preMA are mostly part
of the kmax. Wernicke’s area (WA) is more an outlier, it is mostly located in lower k-shells
and minimally located in the kmax.
3.4 Discussion
In this study, we reconstructed the functional language network of 20 healthy subjects
from tb-fMRI data providing information about the functional connectivity between active
areas on fMRI maps, with both a voxel- and a fROI-level resolution. The language task
designed for the experiment is customarily used in clinical cases and has shown to produce
robust activation in previous studies [63, 64, 65, 90]. Functional activation is generally
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sensitive to the fMRI task employed, our interest in reconstructing functional networks for
this specific task aimed to create benchmark results for healthy individuals which can be used
as reference for functional networks effected by brain pathologies. Indeed, brain impairments
are known to create damage to functional connectivity. It is therefore imperative to have
healthy functional architectures relative to clinical language tasks in order to make the
comparison between healthy controls’ and patients’ functional networks possible.
Our main finding is the existence of a common persistent functional network across
subjects which wires together BA, WA, ventral preMA, and pre-SMA in the left dominant
hemisphere for 17 out of 20 right-handed healthy subjects (see Fig. 3.3). We interpret this
circuitry as a ‘core’ structure for the language task under study since this network persists
across nearly all individuals.
Furthermore, we compute the k-core of each node (voxel) in the common network - the
maximum value of which has been recently linked to network resilience in ecosystems and
fMRI studies [79, 80]. We find that 3 out of 4 areas of the common architecture (specifically
pre-SMA, BA, and preMA) are mostly concentrated in the maximum k-core of the network
(see Fig. 3.6). This led us to conclude, following the fundings of Ref. [79, 80], that these
areas are the most robust of the language network in terms of fMRI correlated signal.
Wernicke’s area is a crucial language area and indeed appears as part of the common
network across individuals, yet its type of connectivity with the rest of the fROIs in this
architecture is slightly different from the connectivity of the other areas. Indeed, overall,
WA shares only two connections with other areas in this network, one with BA and one with
the preMA, whereas each of the other fROIs has at least 3 total functional connections. This
might be a by-product of the more peripheral location of the WA compared to the other
fROIs, which being spatially closer to each other are facilitated to co-activate due to white
fibers wiring them together. Wernicke’s area is also the only area among the four ones in
the common network which is not largely part of the maximum k-core (see Fig. 3.6). This
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result is in agreement to what discussed above about this area and, again, might be due to
the more perimetric location of the WA in the common network.
Finally, we investigated the functional architecture of the BA anatomical sub-areas, re-
vealing a different connectivity between tri-BA, op-BA and the other areas of the common
network for this specific language task. In Sec. 3.4.1 we discuss our findings regarding
the functional connectivity of the BA-subdivisions contextualizing them with known white
matter connections that these areas share with the rest of the brain, found in other studies.
3.4.1 Functional and structural connectivity of the common net-
work
We observe that the left ventral preMA is the most connected area of the common
network, with four total connections and the strongest connectivity with op-BA (WC =
0.74± 31) and with pre-SMA (WC = 0.64± 0.31). As shown in Fig. 3.2 for a representative
subject, the ventral preMA is functionally connected to all the main cortical language areas
of the dominant hemisphere, suggesting that this area may play an important role in speech
production (other subjects show qualitatively the same feature, see Supplementary Fig. S1).
Tate et al. [91] investigated the crucial cortical epicenters of human language function
by means of intraoperative direct cortical stimulation in 165 consecutive patients affected
by low-grade glioma. The study shows that speech arrest is localized to the ventral preMA
instead of the classical BA. Furthermore, the presence of gliomas growing in the left ventral
preMA has been related to a higher percentage of speech deficits than gliomas infiltrating
the classical BA, providing a possible clinical correlate of the results of Tate et al. [91, 92].
However, one must be careful not to over interpret these results, as the highest connec-
tivity does not necessarily imply a central or essential role of that particular fROIs in the
network. Using advanced graph theoretical analysis, Morone et al. [93] demonstrated that
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the most connected nodes in a network often do not correspond to the most essential nodes,
the elimination of which would lead to collapse of that particular network. This idea has
been recently tested on functional networks obtained from fMRI of rodent brains and verified
through in-vivo pharmaco-genetic intervention [82].
Although the correspondence between structural and functional connectivity is not fully
understood yet [94], the arrangement displayed by our study is supported by structural
evidence. The existence of a physical connection between ventral preMA and BA seems
realistic, given their spatial contiguity. Besides representing a shared origin for the main
bundles of the dorsal pathway [95, 96], the two areas may be directly connected by a specific
opercular-premotor fascicle (described in the next section) [97].
The pre-SMA shows connectivity with both ventral preMA and BA (see Fig. 3.3, Supple-
mentary Fig. S1 and Supplementary Table S2). These functional connections are consistent
with the organization of the structural language connectome to some extent: the Frontal
Aslant Tract (FAT), an association motor pathway that underlies verbal fluency and con-
nects pre-SMA and BA [98, 99, 100], likely includes projection to posterior regions of the
MFG, corresponding to the ventral preMA [95].
The low connectivity weight between ventral preMA and WA (see Supplementary Table
S2) may be explained by the increased distance between the two structures. Of note, we
find that the functional connectivity weight between op-BA and WA is similar to that of the
ventral preMA and WA (Supplementary Table S2), which is consistent with their structural
connection through the same white matter tract, corresponding to the arcuate component
of the AF/SLF system [95, 96].
3.4.2 Broca’s Area subdivisions
Our findings show that the subdivisions of Broca’s area present different patterns of con-
nectivity within the language network, with the opercular portion appearing more connected
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to all the significant nodes of the common network compared to the triangular part. This
evidence appears in line with the structural architecture of the network.
The prominent interaction between ventral preMA and op-BA found in this study (WC =
0.74± 0.31, see Supplementary Table S2) supports the evidence of a structural link between
op-BA and preMA, as suggested by Lemaire et al. using DTI analysis [97]. The authors inves-
tigated the structural connectome of the extended BA, identifying the U-shaped opercular-
premotor fasciculus that connects the op-BA to the ipsilateral preMA [97]. On the contrary,
tri-BA and ventral preMA showed lower functional connectivity (WC = 0.37±0.29), possibly
suggesting indirect communication through the op-BA.
The second strongest functional connection between BA’s subareas and other fROIs of
the common network that we find is the link between op-BA - pre-SMA (WC = 0.35±0.23).
These two areas are connected by the FAT [99], which originates in the SMA/pre-SMA and
terminates into the posterior-most aspect of the IFG [98]. Triangular BA and pre-SMA
share a lower functional connectivity weight (WC = 0.20 ± 0.21) compared to op-BA and
pre-SMA, reflecting the anatomic boundaries of the FAT.
Finally, the functional link between op-BA and WA is in line with the evidence of a dorsal
pathway of language between op-BA and STG through the AF/SLF system (dorsal pathway
II) [55].
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Figure 3.2: Two visualizations of the individual functional network. Upper panel:
voxel-level network. Each node in the network represents a voxel, each link connects a pair
of voxels in different brain modules and it is indicative of functional interdependecy. Links
connecting voxels within the same brain module are not visible but exist. Lower panel:
fROI-level network for the same voxel-level architecture shown in the upper panel. Voxels
belonging to the same anatomical region are grouped into a fROI, represented as a node in
the network. Node’s size is proportional to the number of voxels in the fROI. Each link’s
thickness connecting two fROIs is proportional to the sum of links’ weight connecting all the
voxels in the two fROI (exact definition given in Eq. (3.1)).
Chapter 4
IFLN of Bilingual and Monolingual
Subjects
4.1 Introduction
A functional language network (FLN) is a network model of interacting brain areas
sensitive to language processing. For patients with brain conditions, prior to surgery, an
individual FLN is often constructed from language task fMRI data obtained from a pre-
surgical language mapping routine. To the extent possible, it is desirable to avoid damage
to language function since this is a particularly critical function of the human brain. The
FLN thus serves two clinical purposes. First, it may assist the neurosurgeon to avoid further
damage to critical language sensitive connections and regions. Secondly, a comparison of
the map to an established benchmark in healthy individuals may indicate what specific
components of the language network have already been compromised by the pathological
condition [70, 90].
In the previous study [90], we established a functional language “core” sub-network as
such a benchmark from analyzing 20 healthy subjects without regard to their mono or multi-
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lingual status. However, there are known functional differences in the language network of
bilinguals compared to monolinguals which may affect surgical management.
Bilingualism requires control of different language systems. It has been postulated that
different languages are coexisting in the awareness of the bilingual subject, conflicting for the
language production until a specific one is chosen [101]. The consequence is an enhancement
of the “control” areas in the brain which include the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC),
the anterior cerebral cortex (CC) and the basal ganglia (BG), specifically the left caudate
nucleus in the case of bilingual brain [102].
The activation of the DLPFC is deemed maximal when the subject is asked to switch be-
tween the known languages [102] and the BG may actively mediate signaling to the prefrontal
cortex according to the changing target language being used by the subject at any given time.
Particularly, the caudate may regulate the selection of the less accessible language [102, 103].
Although the particular signature of bilingual language network has been widely in-
vestigated in the literature, its effect on clinical practice is still debatable. Particularly, the
common language network of bilingual subjects in clinically-acquired phonemic fluency tasks
may differ in both active areas or connectivity between active nodes. These differences may
impact the clinical practice such as the preoperative planning in evaluating the relevance of
each language area. In fact, most of the studies concerning the bilingual language network
aim to investigate specific areas for bilingualism by employing ad-hoc fMRI tasks [102, 103]
with limited role in the clinical practice. The clinical task our subjects perform in this study
has been shown to stimulate robust activation to successfully localize language sensitive
regions [64, 65].
Since there are known functional differences in the language network of bilinguals and
they may affect surgical management, our first objective is to determine if the results from
clinically employed tasks (the ones which the surgeon will actually see) differ in bilinguals
compared to monolinguals. Secondly we seek to study the network architecture of the func-
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tional language networks in each group and characterize any arising differences by using the
network k-core and other centrality measurements.
k core is emerging as an important topological measure of networks since it reveals a
robust and highly connected sub-network, called the k max core (as described in Sec. S1)
[78, 79]. The k max core represents a topological skeleton of the network. It has been applied
to measure the stability of the most resilient functional structures in the brain [80, 90]. The
k core thus provides potentially useful insight in addition to the functional connectivity map.
Clinical implications for when a particular brain region belongs to the language network’s k
max core are discussed in Sec. 4.4.2.
To this end, we analyzed 24 fMRI scans of healthy subjects: eight bilingual and eight
monolingual. For the bilingual group we conducted eight scans where the language task was
conducted in Spanish (L1) and also eight scans in English (L2). For monolingual subjects,
we conducted each scan in English. We employ standard methods to construct voxel-level
functional networks from thresholding the fMRI correlations [22, 35, 66]. Functional re-
gions of interest (fROIs) are then identified for each individual and each individual subject’s
network is transformed so that each fROI represents a single node. Connections are then de-
fined between fROIs. The statistical significance of the frequency of intra-group occurrence
of fROI level connections are determined by co-occurrence graphs [104]. The co-occurrence
method is a way of finding statistically meaningful sub-networks at a group level of network
analysis. These statistically significant connections define the “common” language network
for each group.
Our results are organized as follows: first we discuss the data acquisition and network
construction methods at the individual and group levels. Then the resulting functional
language networks for individual and common networks are presented. A k-core analysis is
conducted and results are compared between groups. Finally, the relevancy of our results is
discussed in light of the stated clinical objectives of the study.
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4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Subjects
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board and an informed consent was
obtained from each participant. The study was carried out according to the declaration of
Helsinki. Sixteen self-reportedly healthy right-handed adult subjects (mean age = 42.37 and
SD = 8.92, nine males and seven females), without any neurological history were included.
Among the 16 subjects, there are eight monolinguals (only speaking English) and eight
bilinguals (speaking Spanish (L1) as their native language and English (L2) as their acquired
second language). All bilinguals achieved a professional fluency level of speaking English.
4.2.2 Language proficiency test
Self-reported English and Spanish proficiency data were collected for all participants
using two independent assessments: four-item proficiency assessment [105] and the Language
Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) [106].
For both assessments, bilinguals’ English and Spanish proficiency scores were compared to
one another using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (paired). Bilinguals’ English and Spanish
proficiencies were also individually compared to monolinguals’ English proficiency scores
using the Mann-Whitney U test (unpaired).
No significant differences were found between bilinguals’ English proficiency and Spanish
proficiency in any of the language domains (speaking, understanding, reading) or in overall
proficiency (p > 0.05). There were also no significant differences between monolinguals’
English proficiency and bilinguals’ English proficiency across all measures (p > 0.05). The
same result was found between monolingual’s English proficiency and bilinguals’ Spanish
proficiency (p > 0.05). These results show there were no significant differences in self-
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reported English and Spanish proficiency for monolingual and bilingual participants.
4.2.3 Functional task
The study design was prospective observational. We recruited participants on a voluntary
basis, providing specific consent for participating in the study. For the fMRI tasks, all
subjects performed a phonemic fluency letter task in response to task instructions delivered
visually. Each monolingual performed the tasks by using English. Each bilingual performed
the task by using English and Spanish separately resulting in two separate scans for each
bilingual subject. We interchanged the order of English and Spanish tasks randomly. In
the final data cohort, we have 24 tb-fMRI scans, eight English scans from the monolingual
group, and eight English scans plus eight Spanish scans from the bilingual group.
In the phonemic fluency task (letter task), subjects were asked to silently generate words
that began with a given letter (for example, given a letter “B”, subjects were asked to
generate words such as “BIRD”, “BIKE”, “BANK” etc.). Subjects silently generated the
words without vocalization to avoid creating artifacts from jaw movement. Stimuli were
displayed over eight stimulation epochs with each epoch lasting 20 seconds. During the
task, two letters were presented in each stimulation epoch. Each epoch also consisted of a
30 second resting period during which subjects were asked to focus on a blinking crosshair.
Brain activity and head motion were monitored using Brainwave software (GE, Brainwave
RT, Medical Numerics, Germantown, MD) allowing for real-time observation.
4.2.4 Data acquisition
A GE 3T scanner (750W, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) and a 24 channel neurovascular
head coil was employed to acquire the MR images. Functional images covering whole brain
were acquired using a T ∗2 -weighted gradient echo echo-planar imaging sequence repetition
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time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 2500/30 ms; slice thickness = 4 mm; matrix = 64× 64; FOV
= 240 mm; flip angle FA = 80°). Functional coverage matching T1-weighted 3D BRAVO
(Fast SPGR with inversion activated) images (TR/TE = 8.2/3.1 ms; slice thickness = 1 mm;
Inversion Time = 450 ms; matrix = 240× 240, FA = 12°) were acquired for co-registration
and deformation purposes.
4.2.5 Data pre-processing
fMRI data were processed and analyzed using the software program Analysis of Func-
tional NeuroImages (AFNI) [81]. Head motion correction was performed using 3D rigid-
body registration. Spatial smoothing was applied to improve the signal-to-noise ratio using
a Gaussian filter with 4 mm full width of half maximum. Corrections for linear trend and
high frequency noise were also applied. The task paradigm, a boxcar function, was convolved
with a model of hemodynamic response to neural activation.
4.2.6 Individual brain network construction
Here we briefly illustrate the method of construction of the functional network on two
different scales, following a previous approach [82, 90]. At the voxel scale, nodes are defined
as “activated” voxels. To determine which voxels are activated, first, we extract the pre-
processed time series from all voxels of the functional image and then fit each time-series to
the transformed task model according to the general linear model’s statistical approach [107].
The voxels that pass the statistical significance test (p < 0.001) are retained as activated
voxels which define the network’s nodes. A sample subject’s resulting fMRI activation map
is shown in Figure 4.1.
A module or functional region of interest (fROI) refers to a cluster of spatially proximate
activated voxels (nodes). We identified separate clusters from the fMRI signal based on their
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anatomical proximity. The task of labeling of fROIs was performed by a neuroradiologist
with extensive experience in clinical and research fMRI.
Although we use anatomical locations for labeling, we must declare here that our module
identifications are based on the functional signals rather than an anatomical atlas. There
is high variance in the mapping of cognitive functions in individuals to the spatial location
of anatomical landmarks; for this reason we do not determine fROIs by group level analysis
but rather at the individual level [60].
Having established the nodes and modules for the voxel scale network model, next, we
define the links between voxels (nodes) following standard methods of measuring statistical
dependencies between activated voxels [22, 35, 66, 82, 90]. Links in the network are obtained
by thresholding the voxel-voxel temporal correlation of the Blood-Oxygen-Level Dependent
(BOLD) signal [90]. Pair of voxels with correlation above a certain threshold are considered
as a link. The link weight is referred to as the correlation strength or connection strength.
In Figure. 4.2, panel a), we display a realization of the voxel scale network for a sample
subject. Each node represent a voxel and nodes belonging to the same fROI are colored the
same. The links connecting a pair of voxels belonging to different fROIs are shown as pink
lines. The links connecting pairs of voxels within the same fROI are not shown.
In order to describe the FLN from a modular perspective, the network is transformed
so that each fROI represents a single node. We refer to this as the fROI scale network.
To define the connectivity at the fROI-fROI scale, the functional link weight, Wij, between
two fROIs, labeled i and j, is defined as the sum of all the functional link weights, wlm,
connecting all pair of voxels, labeled l, and m, between the two fROIs, normalized by the
sum of the two fROIs’ sizes, Si and Sj,
Wij =
∑
l,m∈{i↔j}wl,m
(Si + Sj)
(4.1)
Thus there will be a non-zero fROI-fROI connection between any pair of regions such
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Figure 4.1: Activation map of a representative subject. The reader’s left-hand side
is the subject’s left hemisphere of the brain. The slice number is indicated by z. The areas
highlighted in color correspond to fMRI active brain areas and the color bar at the bottom of
the figure provide the p-values. Areas such as visual cortex which are unrelated to language
but active during the task were not included. 3D Clusters were extracted and then named
according to their anatomical locations.
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that a single voxel in each region is inter-connected.
We show a realization of fROI level network of the same representative subject in Figure
4.2 panel b). Here, each colored node represents a fROI. Each link’s thickness connecting
two fROIs is proportional to their link weight W . The apparent thickness of the fROI scale
link relative to the voxel scale links may appear inconsistent but this can be explained by a
visual artifact due to the geometrical arrangement of nodes in the voxel-scale diagram and
by the normalization, Eq. 4.1.
We carried out the above analysis constructing both voxel and fROI scale networks from
the tb-fMRI signal for each of the 24 individual scans of data partitioned into three groups:
monolingual, bilingual speaking English and bilingual speaking Spanish, with each group
containing eight networks. Next, we measured common network characteristics at the group
level in order to estimate robust connectivity across subjects within a group.
BA(L)
pre-SMA
WA(L)
v-preMA(L)
a-MFG(L)
Caudate(L)
a)
BA(L)
v-preMA(L)
pre-SMA
WA(L)a-MFG(L)
Caudate(L)
b)
Figure 4.2: A representative bilingual subject’s network on the voxel scale [panel
a)] and fROI level [panel b)]). In panel a) each node represents a voxel. Each link
connects to a voxel-pair (as in Eq. (4.1)). In panel b) each node represents a fROI, the node’s
size is proportional to the number of voxels in the fROI. Each link’s thickness connecting
two fROIs is proportional to the sum of all link weights inter-connecting voxels between the
two fROI (as in Eq. (4.2)).
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4.2.7 Common network construction across subjects
We name the persistent functional architecture across subjects in a particular group, at
the fROI-level, the ‘common network’. This common architecture is defined by retaining all
pairs of fROIs and the functional link connecting them only if the areas and links are present
across subjects where we must consider the number of appearances of the functional link
within the group, as a measure of frequency. The weight of the functional link connecting two
fROIs, i and j in the common network (WCij ) is defined as the average of the Wij connecting
those fROIs across subjects:
WCij =
1
N
N∑
l=1
W
(l)
ij (4.2)
where N is the number of individuals where the link Wi,j is nonzero. However, in order to
compare common networks between groups, we need a measure of the statistical significance
of the frequency of appearance of links in a group. This way we can distinguish between
group level characteristics and individual variations in network architectures.
Generally, a pair of fROIs will be connected by a link in some subjects whereas the same
link may be missing in other subjects due to variability. If the link between two fROIs is
present in all subjects of a group, this link will automatically be retained as a member of
the common group network. In the case where a link is present in only some fraction of
the subjects, we use the method of co-occurrences to investigate the statistical significance
of the co-occurrence of link pairs [104]. The co-occurrence method is an established way of
finding statistically meaningful sub-networks at a group level of network analysis that hase
been used for example, in social media networks and natural language processing [108, 109].
Consider any two distinct links between fROIs in a particular group (monolingual or
bilingual L1/L2). Each of the two links will have individual total frequencies (f1, f2) of
appearance; simply counting the number of times each link weight is non-zero in the group.
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As well, there will be a frequency of co-occurrence which is the number of times the pair
of links appear together in the same subject, counting over the whole group, denoted by c.
We seek to determine whether the number of co-occurrences in the group, c, is statistically
significant against the null hypothesis which is that co-occurrences are distributed randomly.
The null distribution p(c) is calculated trivially by combinatorics as a function of the total
number of subjects in each group, in our case N = 8, and f1 and f2 as:
p(c) =
f2−c−1∏
j=0
(1− f1
N − j )
c−1∏
j=0
(f1 − j)(f2 − j)
(N − f2 + c− j)(c− j) (4.3)
We set the significance level at α = 0.05 and calculated the p value for each of the
9180 possible link pairs across 17 discovered fROIs to determine statistically significant co-
occurring links in each group. The groups are defined as monolingual (N = 8), bilingual
English (N = 8), and bilingual Spanish (N = 8). The p value is determined from Eq. 4.3
by summing the probability p(c) plus any other possible more extreme tail contributions
against the null hypothesis. Finally, the common network includes both links between fROIs
that occur in all group subjects (e.g. for links with c = 8) as well as links that pass the test
significance test at the stated level. We note that by definition this method will not consider
significant links in the common network with particularly low (fi = 1) or particularly high
(fi = 8) counts, however, this is consistent with our approach taken since the fi = 8 counts
have already been included and a single instance of a link is not sufficient to include in the
common network.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Individual networks
The entire analysis described above was performed on the data. Among the 24 scans,
17 activated regions (or fROIs) were identified via the procedure described in Sec. 4.2.6. A
summary of these activated areas and their frequency of activation by subject is shown in
Supplementary Table S1. Both hemispheres demonstrate activation, however, left dominance
is clearly observed. This is expected from a fMRI language task for right handed healthy
controls, since the brain activation is mostly concentrated in the left hemisphere.
Though 17 fROIs are detected, not all of the fROIs are present in each subject due to
inter-subject variability. We observed that monolingual subjects activated in the most areas
(16), followed by bilingual Spanish (13) and bilingual English (12). We also notice that most
of the missing regions for bilingual compared to monolingual are in the right hemisphere,
such as preMA(R), SupraMG(R), BA(R) and DOC(R).
The areas that were active in all subjects and all groups were the pre-SMA, BA(L), and v-
pre-MA(L). WA(L) was present in all eight individuals of the bilingual Spanish group. Thus,
these regions were included in the corresponding common networks by default. Anterior
Middle Frontal Gyrus as a-MFG(L), Supra-Marginal Gyrus(L) as SupraMG(L), and Angular
Gyrus(L) as AngularG(L) were all activated with medium to high frequency.
Individual link weights for the fROI scale network are reported in tables S2, S3 and S4.
We observe that, overall, the preMA is the most connected area across subjects, in terms of
connectivity weight (strength). Only the shared links between a subset of activated fROIs
are shown in these tables, these subsets representing the core similarities between the groups
as to be discussed in the common networks. As a general trend we can see that the strongest
link (the link with the largest connectivity weight) is among v-preMA(L) and BA(L), then
followed by v-preMA(L) and pre-SMA, followed by pre-SMA and BA(L).
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A remark is in order about the presence of relatively small link weights such as 0.01
in some subjects for the connection between BA and WA in some groups. These small
values arise in the context of the fROI scale network due to scenarios in which a small
percentage of the voxels within an fROI connect to another fROI. Since the fROI scale
network normalizes the link weights by the fROI sizes (number of voxels in the clusters) this
can lead to apparently small link weights in some cases when the fROI size is large compared
to the percentage of interconnections. Thus there may be a significant number of non-zero
voxel connections despite the apparently small fROI scale link weight value, thus we retain
these links and do not discard them as noise.
4.3.2 Common networks
The resulting common networks, for all three groups, were constructed as described in
Sec. 4.2.7. In order to highlight similarities and differences in the common FLN across
groups, we separate the common networks into two categories for visualization, the shared
common networks, and the unique common networks. The shared common networks contain
only nodes and links that are present with statistical significance in all three groups. The
unique common networks contain only links that are present with statistically significance
within each group and not across all three groups.
The shared common networks are shown in Figure 4.3. They contain as active brain
areas, the pre-SMA, BA(L), WA(L) and v-preMA(L). These four regions are functionally
connected with each other with detailed modular link weights as shown in Supplementary
Table S5 - S7. The relative link weight as determined by Eq. 4.2 is indicated by the
color bar. The thickness indicates the in group occurrence frequency fi of the link. The
results are consistent with our finding in our previous investigation conducted with 20 right-
handed healthy controls [90]. In the previous study[90], we named these four fROIs the
language “core” sub-structure for the specific language task under study. However, there are
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statistically significant differences between groups that were detected as well.
The common unique subnetworks for each group are shown in Figs. 4.4-4.6. A different
visualization scheme is chosen to represent the link weight (strength) for the unique common
networks. In this case, the thickness of the link between fROIs is proportional to the link
weight as determined from Eq. 4.2. The unique common networks contain both links and
fROIs that are absent from each groups’ shared network. For example, the bilingual groups
contain the left Angular Gyrus and left Caudate whereas both regions are missing from the
unique common network of the monolingual group. This result is consistent with patterns
of functional language activation previously reported in bilingualism [102, 103].
As mentioned above, in the shared common networks, the common link weight is indicated
by the color of the link. We note that in addition to sharing all of the same links and
fROIs, the shared common networks reveal an additional consistency as observed by the
color pattern shown in Figure 4.3. In particular we notice that the core structure possesses
a hierarchical ordering of link weight. Although the absolute values vary, the link weight
hierarchy (A > B > C > D > E) is consistent, in all three groups. The letters are shorthand
notations for links, for example A denotes the link between BA(L) and pre-SMA and so on
as can be read off Figure 4.3, noting the color bar spectrum below the figure.
The fact that links A,B and C appear in all subjects across all three groups indicate the
significant shared role played by them. However, D and E being present in some subjects
while missing in others in the monolingual (75% of the time) and bilingual English groups
(50% of the of the time) makes it unclear whether the role played in language processing
is significant or due to random chance. Therefore, this motivated our use of the null co-
occurence model described in Eq. 4.3 in Sec. 4.2.7 to provide the qualified assessment.
From the assessment, we found that D and E’s co-occurrence in both these groups are
significant under p values thresholded at significance level α = 0.05. Thus, all the links in
Figure 4.3 are statistically significant at the group level. The same qualified assessments
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a) Monolingual b) Bilingual English
c) Bilingual Spanish
pre-SMA BA(L)
WA(L)v-preMA(L)
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Figure 4.3: Visualization of the shared common network across subjects in mono-
lingual group, the bilingual group speaking English and in the bilingual group
speaking Spanish, constructed by the methods described in Sec. 4.2.7. Here, we
show the sagittal view of the left brain. The modules are colored differently and color legend
is provided right below panel . The link colors represent the WCij ’s hierarchy strengths, within
each group. The link colorbar is provided below the color legends of the modules. From Left
to Right, we show the strongest (the largest WCij ) to the weakest (the smallest W
C
ij ). The
links between each fROI pairs are abbreviated as A-E, see Supplementary Tables S5 - S7 for
more details. The thickness of the links represent how frequently (in how many subjects)
they appear. WA connects with preMA(L) and BA(L) in 75% of the monolingual subjects,
50% of the bilingual English and 100% of the bilingual Spanish subjects, respectively.
Figure 4.4: Visualization of the unique common network of the monolingual group
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of the unique common network of the bilingual English speaking
group
Figure 4.6: Visualization of the unique common network of the bilingual Spanish speaking
group
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were passed by all links shown in the unique common group networks.
Note that not all pairs of core modules are directly connected. This is to be expected since,
for example, pre-SMA and WA(L) have no known structural connections between them,
whereas the WA and BA are known to be connected by the Arcuate fasciculus [110]. The
absence of a link in a particular subject does not convey direct information on the underlying
structural connectivity due to variability in subject response to the task paradigm.
4.3.3 K-core analysis
The k-core of a given architecture is defined as the maximal sub-graph, not necessarily
globally connected, made of all nodes having degree (number of connections) at least k. It
has been shown that for networks with positive couplings (positive link weights) the k max
core is the most resilient component of the system to attack, where in this case attack means
a reduction of the link weight (potentially due to brain tumor invasion or physical resection)
[79]. It turns out that all of the thresholded voxel-voxel BOLD time series correlations which
define the link weight for our experimental task paradigm are positive. Thus conducting
k-core analysis will reveal the most robust component of the functional language architecture
in healthy monolingual and bilingual individuals. We provide a brief explanation of k-core,
the k-shell decomposition algorithm and the meaning of the kmax and k-shell occupancy
histograms through a schematic k-shell decomposition process in the Supplementary Figure
S1).
For each group, we calculated the ks shell occupancy for each node in individual network
at the voxel level. Then, we normalized ks by the maximum shell number found in each
individual network, kmax so that ks ranges from 0 to 1, where ks = 1 is the maximum shell
(k-max core). Then we collect all the individual networks’ nodes together, regardless which
subject they come from and place them into 15 bins according to their ks values. Then,
we group the nodes in each bin by the modules they belong to and finally plot one unique
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k-shell occupancy histogram for each group. This is as shown in Figure 4.7 for the four
modules composing the common shared core of the FLN: pre-SMA, v-preMA(L), BA(L) and
WA(L) (colored differently). Panels a) - c) are for monolingual, bilingual speaking English
and bilingual speaking Spanish respectively.
We observe that, for each group, as shown in a) - c) , most of the nodes in BA(L),
v-preMA(L) and pre-SMA occupy the maximum shell while WA(L) tends to occupy middle
or low shells. These results are consistent with recent findings that found that the WA(L)
belongs to the lower shells [90]. However, despite these general features, we notice some
subtle differences at the group level; by looking at panels b) and c), we observe that WA
tends to occupy lower shells in the bilingual compared to the monolingual WA. Especially in
bilingual speaking English, as shown in panel b), WA(L) peaks at ks = 0.5 and does extend
to higher shells. This result suggests that the WA may be less resilient in its attachment to
the functional language network in the bilingual group.
We also determined the k shell occupancy for modules outside the common shared core of
the FLN. fROIs with medium frequency of appearance are shown in Supplementary Figure
S2 and low frequency in Supplementary Figure S3. Most of the nodes in these modules
occupy the middle or low shells with an exception of the dorsal part of the left premotor
(d-preMA(L)) and Deep Opercular Cortex(L) (DOC(L)) which peak at the maximum shell
in the bilingual Spanish group as shown in Supplementary Figure S2. Another notable
exception is a-MFG(R) which also peaks in the maximum shell in the monolingual group as
shown in Supplementary Figure S3.
4.3.4 Other centrality measurements
We measured four types of network centralities: degree, closeness, betweeness and eigen-
vector, as summarized in Supplementary Table S8. We ran each algorithm on the individual
voxel-scale network. Then we obtained an averaged value inside of each fROIs. The final
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a) Monolingual
b) Bilingual English
c) Bilingual Spanish
Figure 4.7: k-shell occupancy for all three groups.Different colors represent nodes
belonging to different modules and the color legend is shown at the upper left of the figure.
In a) - c) pre-SMA, BA(L) and v-preMA(L) peak at the maximum shell, however, WA(L)
occupies mostly in middle or low shell. Especially in b), WA(L) does not occupy higher
(ks > 0.5) at all.
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value shown here is another average across all the subjects within a group.
We observed that v-preMA(L) usually has the highest degree, closeness and eigenvector,
followed by pre-SMA, then BA(L) and then WA(L). In betweeness, pre-SMA has the highest
value and WA(L) follows next in monolingual and bilingual Spanish. In bilingual English,
WA(L) has the highest value, followed by pre-SMA, v-preMA(L) and then BA(L). In both
bilingual English and Spanish, BA has the lowest value of betweeness compared to other
modules while monolingual has v-preMA(L) as the lowest betweeness.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Common Networks
We observed that there are both similarities and differences between monolingual and
bilingual FLN under the clinical task as evidenced by the shared and unique common net-
works presented in Sec. 4.3.2. We see that both groups share a core network composed of
the resilient pre-SMA, v-preMA(L) and BA(L) “triangular circuit” which connects also to
the WA, a result which is consistent across all groups. The hierarchy of strengths between
the three parties, A > B > C > D > E, is consistent across all three groups, as shown
in Figure 4.3 and Supplementary Table S5 - S7. This is also consistent with our previous
analysis performed on 20 right-handed subjects [90]. This consistent hierarchy may predict
the amount of information traffic flowing between each partner module.
This result provides evidence for the important role played by the left ventral premo-
tor area in language processing, regardless of which language people speak. Compared to
other well-known language centers, such as pre-SMA, BA(L), and WA(L), the v-preMA(L)
has been much less studied by the neuroscience community. Therefore, we suggest further
extensive investigation into the v-preMA(L)’s role in language processing.
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Differences between groups align with previous studies that show that the left Caudate
and Angular Gyrus are relatively more involved with bilingualism.
4.4.2 k-core discussion
With respect to the k-core analysis, we consistently observed that the greatest portion
of the three modules, pre-SMA, BA(L) and v-preMA(L) occupy the largest, k-max shell.
This suggests that the triangle’s modules are the most resilient part of the network, which
prevents cascading failures in the event of network attacks [77, 78, 79]. This sub structure
thus prevents network collapse in the event of removal of links as caused by pathological
conditions and/or subsequent surgical intervention. In either case damage to these core
links may consequently damage the language network in an irreversible way.
It should be noted that the presence of WA in the weaker k cores does not necessarily
imply that WA is less important to the language network. Rather, weakly connected nodes
can sometimes form pivotal roles in the network processes. Morone et al. [93] have shown
that the nodes with low degree are sometimes the most important essential nodes, when
they hold the keys to connections between hubs (modules). In this context, the k-core
results might indicate that WA(L) has a distinctive functional nature to the other three core
members of the FLN at least, with respect to the network path structure.
In the clinical setting, the lack of stability of nodes belonging to WA may play a role
in guiding the neurosurgeon to avoid cutting essential functional links in surgery. It is
important to remember that the less stable regions may still be critical for language, but
more vulnerable to a critical collapse in response to damage.
Although the correspondence between structural and functional connectivity is not fully
understood yet [35, 94], the results from our k-core analysis may be supported from struc-
tural evidences. In fact, there is evidence for significant differences in structural connections
between monolinguals and bilinguals. Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) studies have demon-
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strated the increased representation of uncinate fasciculus in bilinguals [101, 111], which
connects the DOC with the superior anterior temporal lobe [55]. Similarly, increased frac-
tional anisotropy of the superior longitudinal fascicle, connecting the preMA(L) with the
superior temporal gyrus, has been reported in bilinguals [101, 111].
The premotor cortex is known to participate in bilingualism under the name of DLPFC.
Nevertheless, its participation in the core and its relationships with other components are
not well described. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, the premotor should have a function to control
language selection. However, in our results, the fact that the premotor cortex is active in
every patient, is more likely due to its role in the extended Broca’s Area as discussed in our
previous work [90], than a specific role in bilingualism, because we employed a non-specific
task.
In our results, the activation of RLPFC is well represented in bilinguals (see Supplemen-
tary Table S1), in accordance with its role. In fact, the anterior portion of the middle frontal
gyrus overlaps with the RLPFC, which is linked to planning, reasoning and integrating in-
formation, with a relevant role in bilinguals, together with the DLPFC (wich includes the
premotor cortex) [101]. However, the aMFG(R) occupation of higher ks in monolinguals
seems controversial.
4.4.3 Limitations
While there are some minor differences in the k shell occupancy between groups, it is
difficult to isolate the key differences given our group sample size N = 8. We suggest that
this aspect should be probed in larger studies as well.
Due to the low group sample size, N = 8, we cannot assess the significance of the unique
common fROIs and links at levels better than α = 0.05. For this reason, we suggest that
if future studies seek to elucidate unique features of the monolingual versus bilingual FLN’s
under the clinical task it is recommended to have group sample sizes of the order of N ≥ 20.
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4.4.4 Domain general versus functionally specific
Classically, the brain was understood as a one-to-one mapping between function and
specific areas [11, 54]. However, this simplistic view fails to explain mounting experimen-
tal evidence suggesting that the neural organization of cognitive function is more complex
[112]. Van et al. [113] discovered that visual processing in primates is achieved through the
integration of dozens of subdivisions of distinct regions that form a hierarchical network.
Though other species of the animal kingdom communicate, humans, by far, have the most
developed language system and it represents a major open problem to fully understand the
underlying neural architecture of language processing.
Viewing language as a mapping between interacting networks of areas and function, Fe-
dorenko et al. [20] postulate several organizational schemes to achieve functional integration.
One dynamical configuration stated that the language network comprises domain-general
networks and functional specific regions. Domain general regions are regions with function-
ally diverse responses that may activate under tasks that are both linguistic or non-linguistic
in nature. Thus, what we call the common language “core” subnetwork may include both
domain-general components as well as modules highly specific to various aspects of language
processing. The differentiation between domain general and highly specific regions can be
achieved only by performing contrasts between linguistic and non-linguistic tasks within
individual subjects.
This can be measured by the cross-task fROI-fROI cross-correlation structure of the
BOLD time signal across tasks engaging different cognitive processes, for example switching
between language and mathematical tasks some areas may consistently co-activate during
only one of the tasks whereas other regions may coactivate with other regions during both
tasks. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.8. At time t = 1, the domain general (black
module) combines with the blue module to perform a specific task that the blue module is
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specific to. Then, at t = 2, the domain general changes gears and combines with the red
module to perform a specific task that the red module is specialized in.
In the same article, Fedorenko et al. [20] refer to the cross-time structure of co-activation
across multiple tasks of a sub-network as “stability”. This should not to be confused with
the unrelated k-shell stability which is a structural network property describing resilency, or
robustness of pathways in the event of damage or attack. We prefer to label the ability of
domain general sub-networks to switch between tasks as “flexibility”.
t=1 t=2
Figure 4.8: Fedorenko’s core/periphery theory: a proposed network organizational
configuration. Federenko et al. [20] proposed that the language network may consist of
domain general modules (in black) and functionally specific modules (in blue and red). At
t=1, black module connects with blue module to perform function associated with task one;
at t=2, the black module connects with the red module to perform a function associated
with a distinct task two.
Though we do not have data from a second task for contrast, we can speculate about
which components of our “core” FLN are domain general and which are the functionally
specific, based on the k core data. Our argument is that domain general components will
need to switch between different functional tasks and thus require more connections and
potentially stronger connections. From our k-core analysis, we found that the pre-SMA,
BA(L) and v-preMA(L) always occupy the maximum k-shell which is the most strongly
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connected sub-network. All other modules (with some minor exceptions) occupy the middle
or low shells.
It is known that the brain attempts to minimize wiring costs in the form of axons and
dendrites to achieve functional specificity [114] while at the same time higher-than-minimal
wiring may bring about advantages that outweight the costs [113]. The heavy wiring of
domain general components is logical since they need to switch between different functional
tasks and also since the failure of a domain general component would in turn lead to a
cascading failure of all connected functionally specific systems. Functionally specialized
modules wiring relatively less is also logical to save on wiring costs and also since the failure
of a functionally specific system will not lead to paralysis of other networks.
In this context it makes sense to speculate from our k core analysis that the WA belongs
to a functionally specific component of the language network, whereas, BA, v-preMA and
preSMA may be more domain general in nature. Given that our data stems from a single
task paradigm, we do not have a continuous cross-task time series (see Bassett et al. [115]
for an example) to detect domain general modules directly and measure how they change
gears. However, this remains an avenue for future research.
4.5 Summary
We sought to establish a healthy benchmark for clinical task sensitive functional language
networks in both monolinguals and bilinguals intended to assist clinical decisions. Combining
the functional language maps, together with the k core analysis, we obtained a more accurate
“language map” which may help to preserve equal treatment outcomes for ethnic or minority
groups who speak a second language other than English.
Our key findings are the elucidation and visualization of particular shared and unique
links and fROIs and their relative connection strengths under the clinical task for each of
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the three groups; monolingual, bilingual English and bilingual Spanish. Additionally, our k
core analysis provides additional insight in terms of the robustness of each area in the group
under attack, which hopefully may be of use in consideration of surgical decisions.
Chapter 5
IFLN Case Study of Language
Reorganization
In Chapters 3 and 4, we characterized the functional language network in healthy popu-
lations, in this chapter, we will describe a diseased case with low-grade left frontotemporal
insular glioma and suspected to possess language reorganization.
5.1 Introduction
The recovery of central nervous system function following an insult is poorly understood
(Barker et al., 2018). How brain function reorganizes and how various brain structures
involved in reorganization interconnect and interact with one another following an adverse
event remain a matter of speculation [116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122].
We present a case of a left frontal glioma in a 100% right-handed patient without language
deficits in whom the pre-operative fMRI showed an apparent reorganization of the left frontal
language area (Broca’s Area or BA) to the right. The fMRI findings were substantiated by
direct cortical stimulation and neurosurgical resection of the expected location of left frontal
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language area.
The organization of language function in the human brain is currently seen more as a
network of interconnecting nodes [22, 32, 119, 120, 123, 124]. To better understand how
expressive language function in the patient reorganized - including which parts of the brain
assumed the function of the left BA and how they were incorporated with the other language
areas - we applied a mathematical approach - graph theory [22, 32, 35, 82, 93, 125, 126, 127].
5.2 Data and case history
5.2.1 Subjects
This patient (57-year old, male) was diagnosed with left frontotemporal insular lesion.
Symptoms included 6 months of episodic right hand and foot numbness lasting less than 30
seconds. The patient denied speech difficulty. One month before presentation for consulta-
tion, a MRI had showed a non-enhancing lesion measuring 9.1 × 4.9 cm in greatest axial
dimensions within the left frontal and temporal lobes, including the insula and extending into
the left basal ganglia. A biopsy performed afterwards revealed a low-grade mixed oligoas-
trocytoma. He was then determined to be 100% right handed by the Edinburg Handedness
Inventory [128] and scored 57 out of 60 (normal range is 49 to 59) in the Boston Naming Test
[129]. Then, this subject experienced two surgeries, a gross resection and a finer resection 3
months after. Language fMRI was performed prior to each surgery.
5.2.2 First Pre-Surgical fMRI Scan, and First Surgery
fMRI was obtained to localize and lateralize speech.
Scanning was performed on 1.5 T scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) using
an 8-channel head coil. Functional MRI data were acquired with a single shot gradient echo
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echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR/TE = 4000/40 ms; 128 × 128 matrix; 4.5 mm
thickness, 32 slices covering whole brain). Functional data matching T1-weighted (TR =
600 ms; TE = 8 ms; thickness = 4.5 mm) and T2-weighted (TR = 4000 ms; TE = 102
ms; thickness = 4.5 mm) spin-echo axial slices, covering the whole brain, were obtained. 3D
T1-weighted images with a spoiled gradient-recalled-echo sequence (TR = 22 ms, TE = 4
ms, 256 × 256 matrix, 30° flip angle, 1.5 mm thickness) were also acquired. There were 90
images per task consisting of 5 images of activation (20 s) followed by 10 images of rest (40
s) repeated 6 times (6 min total).
Two fMRI language tasks - the verbal fluency and semantic fluency tasks - were admin-
istered. Each task comprised of 6 one-minute trials (20 s of activation and 40 s of rest). In
the verbal fluency task the patient was presented with a letter and instructed to generate
words that begin with that letter. In the semantic task, the patient was presented a category
and instructed to generate words that fit that category. Instructions were given aurally. The
patient was advised to silently think of words and to avoid mouth movement.
Image processing and analysis were performed using Analysis of Functional Neuroimag-
ing (AFNI) [81]. Head motion correction was performed using 3D rigid-body registration.
Spatial smoothing (Gaussian filter with 4mm full width of half maximum) was applied to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Functional activation maps were generated at a threshold
of p < 0.001.
A board-certified neuroradiologist localized the majority of the FLAIR abnormality an-
terior to the pre-central gyrus. In the semantic fluency task, activation was observed in
anatomical Wernicke’s Area (WA) in the left hemisphere and in Broca’s Area (BA) homo-
logue in the right hemisphere as Figure 5.1. The phonemic fluency task was non-contributory
due to head motion contamination.
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Figure 5.1: Language fMRI prior to first surgery. A semantic fluency task fMRI shows
activated Broca’s Area homologue in the right hemisphere and Wernicke’s Area in the left
hemisphere. The figure shows voxels activated at a correlation coefficient of 0.54 (p =
3.8× 10−8) or higher.
The patient underwent an MRI-assisted awake craniotomy for language mapping and tu-
mor resection. The lesion was localized using fMRI and BrainLAB (BrainLAB Inc, Munich,
Germany). Direct cortical stimulation (DCS) was performed with the Ojemann bipolar stim-
ulator (Radionics Inc., Burlington, MA), providing 1 s trains of 0.5 ms square wave pulses at
60 Hz. Dysarthria and facial fasciculations were noted upon stimulation of the inferior motor
strip at 4 mA. Beginning at 4 mA and escalating to 8 mA, stimulation of a large region of the
frontal operculum did not elicit speech arrest, paraphasia, or word finding difficulty while the
patient counted numbers, recited the days of the week, months of the year, and performed
an auditory responsive naming task (e.g. what do you shave with?). Behavioral effects seen
in the presence of afterdischarges were not considered. Multiple corticectomies through the
inferior and middle frontal gyri and superior temporal gyrus were performed using the op-
erating microscope. The rostral aspect of the middle frontal gyrus as well areas within the
anterior inferior frontal gyrus were resected up to but not including BA. Notwithstanding the
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inability to elicit speech disturbance, the posterior half of the tumor underlying BA was not
resected for fear of compromising speech function. Post-operatively, the patient recovered
well without speech difficulty with the exception of one seizure with speech disturbance.
5.2.3 Second Presurgical fMRI Scan and Second Surgery
In the absence of post-operative aphasia a second resection was scheduled 3 months later
to resect the residual tumor. A second pre-operative fMRI was performed, and showed
strong activation of the anatomical homologue of BA in the right hemisphere in addition to
activation of WA in the left hemisphere as Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Language fMRI prior to second surgery. A verbal fluency task shows activated
Broca’s Area homologue in the right hemisphere and Wernicke’s Area in the left hemisphere.
Activation was also seen anterior and posterior to the expected Broca’s Area in the left
hemisphere. Intraoperative cortical stimulation elicited no speech disturbance in the anterior
margin and motor-related disturbances in the posterior margin. The figure shows voxels
activated at a correlation coefficient of 0.55 (p = 1.7× 10−7) or higher.
The same fMRI language tasks in addition to a verb generation task were performed.
The expected location of BA in the left hemisphere did not activate in any of the tasks.
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Two regions of peri-lesional activation, however, were observed anterior and posterior to the
FLAIR hyperintensity and enhancement in all three tasks. The posterior activation was felt
to represent tongue motor. The anterior activation was presented as a candidate for BA
in the left hemisphere despite its anterior location. During the second resection, language
mapping via DCS of the exposed frontal lobe including the left expected BA induced no
speech arrest as the patient performed tasks identical to those in the first surgery. DCS of
the suspected BA candidate activated during fMRI in the anterior margin of the tumor did
not elicit speech disturbance. Dysarthria and motor speech disturbances were noted upon
stimulation of the inferior aspect of the motor strip.
Resection of the residual tumor began at the temporal aspect of the cavity. The resection
under the operating microscope proceeded with tumor removal medially, posteriorly, and,
superiorly towards the insula. Tumor resection then proceeded through the inferior frontal
cortex. The patient was tested for speech continuously. Residual tumor was removed,
allowing communication of the inferior and temporal aspects of the insula. Assessment of
the resection by intraoperative MRI was performed, which demonstrated a gross resection
as Figure 5.3. Post-operatively, the patient did not experience speech impairment.
Figure 5.3: Post-operative MRI scan shows a gross total resection including the expected
anatomical region of Broca’s Area.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Connectivity
The above results imply a reorganization of expressive speech function. Important ques-
tions remain however, which cannot be addressed using standard fMRI analysis alone. For
example, what is the new functional connectivity between the right BA homologue and the
left WA, as there is no known direct anatomical connection between them? What is the
functional connectivity between the right BA and the additional secondary language areas?
To elucidate these questions, we employed a well-established statistical inference method
[22, 32, 46, 125, 126, 127] to construct a functional brain network starting from the fMRI
activity, previously used in a collaborative work based on memory brain networks in rodents.
To construct the functional links connecting fMRI activated voxels in a network architec-
ture we proceeded in two steps [35, 46, 82]. First, we computed the functional connectivity
matrix Cˆ and inferred a sparse representation of this matrix, indicated as Jˆ . The non-zero
entries of the sparse matrix Jˆ are the effective functional links connecting the active vox-
els within a network. Second, we grouped the voxels in clusters based on their anatomical
location. Details of this approach are described in the literature [82, 90].
For comparison, we constructed a brain network for a typical healthy subject, who per-
formed the same fMRI tasks as the patient (Figure 5.4 left panel), where the active brain
areas in the fMRI scan were placed on their anatomical location, and the links represented
functional connectivity. In the normal example, the left BA is functionally connected with
the left WA, as expected from the structural fibers connecting these two areas (arcuate
fasciculus). Furthermore, the left BA forms functional connections with other brain areas
including the left pre-SMA, Pre-Central Gyrus (PCG) and Middle Frontal Gyrus (MFG).
Figure 5.4 right panel, shows the functional network for the patient with the left insular
glioma. The left BA is infiltrated by the tumor and consequently its fMRI activation is
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suppressed. We found that its anatomical homologue on the right hemisphere activates and
functionally connects with the left PCG, the pre-SMA, and the right MFG. In healthy con-
trols, these structures are connected to left BA rather than the right. As opposed to typical
healthy controls, this patient’s right BA does not connect directly with the left WA. The
channel of information between these two important areas for language production passes
indirectly through the pre-Supplementary Motor Area (pre-SMA) and the Middle Frontal
Gyrus (MFG).
Figure 5.4: Axial views of the brain with active fMRI areas and links obtained by statistical
inference. Left panel: brain network topology inferred from a semantic fMRI task for a
typical healthy control subject. The primary language areas, BA and WA, are identified in
the left hemisphere and are functionally connected. Right panel: the network consistently
found across all the fMRI scans for the patient with left insular glioma. The homologue
of the BA on the right hemisphere becomes statistically active and connects with several
other active brain areas, implicating a functional reorganization of the brain areas involved
in a language task. As opposed to the typical healthy brain, this patient’s right BA does
not connect directly with the left WA. Functional communication between these two areas
is conveyed through a common area to which they are both linked, the pre-SMA. The
gray lines represent functional connectivity, line thickness is proportional to the strength of
connectivity, whereas their arrangement is made to facilitate visualization. In both panels,
colors indicate different brain regions as reported in the legend.
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5.3.2 K-core analysis
We conducted k core analysis on the individual networks (voxel-level) of the four scans.
We then followed the method described in Chap. 4, Sec. 4.3.3. We combined the nodes
from the two pre-surgical scans and plotted the histogram as shown in the upper panel of
Figure 5.5. Then, we combined the nodes from the two post-surgical scans and plotted the
histogram as shown in the lower panel of Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: k-shell occupancy before (upper panel) and after the first surgery
(lower panel). Different colors represent nodes belonging to different modules and the
color legend is shown at the upper left of the figure.
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We observed that before the first surgery (upper panel), pre-SMA occupied mostly the
maximum shell, as usual. We only found a few nodes from BA(R) and v-preMA(L) occupying
this shell. WA(L) only occupied the lower or middle shell and was missing from the maximum
shell. In contrast, after the first surgery, BA(R), v-preMA(L) and even WA(L) all returned
to the maximum shell.
Besides plotting k-shell occupancy, we also measured the kmax for each network corre-
sponding with each scan. This is reported in Supplementary Table 5.1. We can see that
before the first surgery, both of the two scans have the same kmax and after the first surgery,
both of the two scans have a similar kmax which is larger than the ones before the surgery.
Table 5.1: kmax before and after the the first surgery
Network kmax
Pre surgery task A network 43
Pre surgery task B network 43
Post surgery task A network 49
Post surgery task B network 48
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Connectivity
We presented a case of expressive language reorganization with fMRI and DCS results
that were consistent with clinical observation. Previous studies have shown that approxi-
mately 96% of right-handed people have language function in the left hemisphere [86, 130].
In our right-handed patient, fMRI indicated an expected WA in the left hemisphere, but
the expected BA in the left hemisphere, infiltrated by tumor, did not activate. DCS of the
left expected BA did not elicit speech impairment. Gross-total resection of the tumor in
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left anatomical BA region also did not result in speech impairment. Taken together, re-
sults from fMRI, DCS, surgery, and clinical observation showed that the patient experienced
a reorganization of expressive speech function to regions outside the left BA region, with
fMRI suggesting the right anatomical BA homologue as the candidate for reorganized speech
function. Functional network analysis illustrates that the right BA homologue functionally
connects with the same brain areas to which the left BA is usually functionally linked, except
for the left WA. Instead, the right BA does not connect directly with the left WA, but other
apparent indirect connections appear, including through the pre-SMA and the right MFG.
Previous literature suggested that slow growing lesions can trigger compensatory mech-
anisms that result in a shift of expressive language function (e.g. left BA) to the right
hemispheric homologue. For example, cases of translocation of BA have previously been
reported in a patient with a low-grade tumor [131] and in pediatric epilepsy patients [132].
Cases of receptive language function reorganization to the contra-lateral hemisphere have
also been reported [121]. Another study found that masses occupying BA resulted in a sig-
nificantly lower language lateralization index compared to healthy controls, with a shift of
fMRI language activation towards the non-dominant right hemisphere [133]. In patients with
masses in primary language areas, these studies demonstrated various degrees of language
shift to the contra-lateral hemisphere. While the exact neural mechanisms of reorganization
are unclear, other studies have also found that slow growing primary brain tumors afford
more time for functional reorganization to occur than do acute lesions, thereby allowing elo-
quent cortices to redistribute around tumors or to the contra-lateral hemisphere [134]. Shaw
suggested that patients with left frontal tumors with fMRI evidence of cortical reorganiza-
tion performed significantly better on the Boston Naming Test, a clinical measure of aphasia
[135]. These findings support the idea of effective plasticity of higher cortical functions such
as language. Without effective functional reorganization in the present patient, a resection
of BA would have resulted in severe speech deficits.
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5.4.2 K-core results
For the k-shell occupancy, we see that there is a distinct difference pre- and post- the first
surgery. To better compare the result, we refer to a reference from a healthy group’s k-shell
distribution, as Figure 5.6. We can observe that the healthy case is very similar to the one
after surgery but very different from the one before surgery. For both the healthy subject
and post-operational case, most of pre-SMA, BA (BA(L) for healthy and BA(R) for diseased
case) and v-preMA(L) occupy the maximum shell. In contrast, the majority of pre-SMA
nodes in the pre-operational network and only a few nodes from BA(R) and v-preMA(L)
occupy the maximum shell. This might indicate that because of BA’s translocation, links
are newly formed and in the process, but not yet established the “core” structure. However,
because of the removal of the tumor, the brain is released from pressure and therefore quickly
re-establishing the “core”. We observe that all four modules return to “normal” behavior
as in the healthy case. It appears that by now, the BA(R) has completely replaced the role
played by BA(L) and become part of the language “core”.
a) Monolingual
Figure 5.6: k-shell occupancy for healthy monolinguals. Different colors represent
nodes belonging to different modules and the color legend is shown at the upper left of the
figure.
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5.4.3 Limitations
There are several limitations to this case report. One prior meta-analysis of relevant
literature [136] found that studies are not unequivocal in their conclusion regarding the
reliability of fMRI in mapping language areas prior to surgery, with sensitivity ranging from
59% to 100% and a specificity ranging from 0% to 97%. Namely, the meta-analysis has
found that prior studies utilized different language tasks, different magnet strength, analysis
software, and analysis paradigms, as well as different intraoperative techniques to validate
the concordance of the two brain mapping methods (fMRI and DCS). Additionally, different
lesions (high grade and local grade gliomas, vascular lesions, epileptic lesions) are potential
confounders.
5.5 Conclusion
Despite the limitations, this case report illustrates that fMRI can identify atypical hemi-
spheric dominance in pre-surgical planning in brain tumor patients and that the application
of graph theory can help elucidate the new functional connections formed by the various lan-
guage centers. Additional further work such as with resting state fMRI could be considered
for further validation, as recent studies demonstrate strong concordance with DCS and task
based fMRI [137].
Chapter 6
Summary and Discussion
6.1 Summary
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is widely used in clinical applications to
highlight brain areas involved in specific cognitive processes. Brain impairments, such as
tumors, suppress the fMRI activation of the anatomical areas they invade and, thus, brain-
damaged functional networks present missing links/areas of activation. The identification
of the missing circuitry components is of crucial importance to estimate the damage extent.
The study of functional networks associated with clinical tasks but performed by healthy
individuals becomes, therefore, of paramount concern. These ‘healthy’ networks can, indeed,
be used as control networks for clinical studies. In this work we investigate the functional
architecture of 20 healthy individuals performing a language task designed for clinical pur-
poses. We unveil a common architecture persistent across all subjects under study, which
involves Broca’s area, Wernicke’s area, the Premotor area, and the pre-Supplementary mo-
tor area. We study the connectivity weight of this circuitry by using the k-core centrality
measure and we find that three of these areas belong to the most robust structure of the
functional language network for the specific task under study. Our results provide useful
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insight for clinical applications on primarily important functional connections which, thus,
should be preserved through brain surgery.
Pre-surgical language mapping with functional MRI (fMRI) is conducted to assist the
neurosurgeon in preventing damage to important brain regions responsible for language pro-
duction and comprehension. An individual patient’s functional language map may be inferred
from fMRI data obtained while the patient performs language tasks. It is known that there
exist functional differences between the monolingual versus the bilingual brain, whereas clini-
cal tasks are typically conducted in a single language, English, without regard to the bilingual
or multilingual status of the patient. In the case of individuals who speak two or more lan-
guages, the presence of secondary language processing mechanisms is a potential source of
error in the inferred language map. We employ network modeling and statistical inference
methods on fMRI data from healthy bilingual and monolingual cohorts to obtain language
maps as functional networks. Our results show that bilinguals share a common sub-network
architecture with monolinguals consisting of the BA(L), and preSMA and preMA(L) across
all subjects. WA connects with preMA(L) and BA(L) in 75% of the monolingual subjects,
50% of the bilingual English and 100% of the bilingual Spanish subjects, respectively. Co-
occurence graphs reveal differences between groups such as the presence of the Caudate(L)
and Angular Gyrus(L) in the bilingual functional language network. Connectivity studies
of the networks using the k core centrality measure show that three of the common areas
belong to the max core while k-shell occupancy varies between groups for the WA and other
functional areas of interest. Identifying the k shell structure may be potentially useful in
clinical applications since it identifies the most resilient language sub-network. The results
from healthy individuals provide a benchmark to help preserve equal treatment outcomes
for ethnic or minority patients who speak a second language other than English.
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pre-SMA tri-BA(L)v-preMA(L) WA(L)op-BA(L) other fROIs
Supplementary Figure S1: Individual functional network for each subject. Each
node represents a fROIs in the individual network at the fROI-level, links are determined by
Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) in the main text. Functional ROIs (nodes) which are part of the common
network (see Fig. 3.3) are colored differently according to the legend, all other fMRI active
areas are not distinguished and colored in grey. All the nodes (fROIs) are depicted with the
same size for illustration purpose and are not proportional to the actual fROI’s size. The
construction of the functional network for each individual follows the procedure described in
Sec. 4.2.6 and in Fig. 3.2.
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Supplementary Table S1: Activated areas across subjects.
Activated area (fROI) Abbreviations Activated in # of subjects
Angular Gyrus (L) AngG (L) 4
opercularis-Broca’s Area (L) op-BA (L) 19
triangularis-Broca’s Area (L) tri-BA (L) 18
Broca’s Area (R) BA (R) 5
Caudate (L) Caudate (L) 7
Caudate (R) Caudate (R) 5
Deep Opercular Cortex (L) DOC (L) 3
Deep Opercular Cortex (R) DOC (R) 1
Middle Frontal Gyrus (L) MFG (L) 13
Middle Frontal Gyrus (R) MFG (R) 2
pre-Central Gyrus (L) pre-CG (L) 4
pre-Central Gyrus (R) pre-CG (R) 3
ventral-Premotor Area (L) v-preMA (L) 19
dorsal-Premotor Area (L) d-preMA (L) 10
Premotor Area (R) preMA (R) 2
pre-Supplementary Motor Area pre-SMA 20
Supra-Marginal Gyrus (L) SupMG (L) 12
Supra-Marginal Gyrus (R) SupMG (R) 3
Wernicke’s Area (L) WA (L) 19
Wernicke’s Area (R) WA (R) 8
Supplementary Table S2: Links’ weights between pairs of fROIs in the common network
(WC)
Pair of connected fROIs Link weights (mean ± stdv)
v-preMA(L) - pre-SMA 0.64± 0.31
v-preMA(L) - WA(L) 0.18± 0.24
v-preMA(L) - op-BA(L) 0.74± 0.31
v-preMA(L) - tri-BA(L) 0.37± 0.29
pre-SMA - tri-BA(L) 0.20± 0.21
pre-SMA - op-BA(L) 0.35± 0.23
WA(L) - op-BA(L) 0.17± 0.22
op-BA(L) - tri-BA(L) 0.55± 0.28
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Supplementary Table S2: Links’ weights in individual Monolingual
Link label fROI pairs #/Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
A BA(L) - v-preMA(L) 3.94 3.27 8.11 1.96 0.01 1.13 3.03 4.10
B pre-SMA - v-preMA(L) 5.25 1.44 2.80 3.03 0.89 0.43 1.39 1.26
C pre-SMA - BA(L) 1.99 0.88 2.07 2.43 0.26 0.12 0.09 0.40
D BA(L) - WA(L) 0.00 0.19 1.09 1.75 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02
E WA(L) - v-preMA(L) 0.00 0.93 0.01 1.03 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.16
Supplementary Table S3: Links’ weights in individual Bilingual English
Link label fROI pairs #/Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
A BA(L) - v-preMA(L) 1.24 1.25 4.27 2.68 2.81 1.79 1.60 1.93
B pre-SMA - v-preMA(L) 4.24 0.01 4.88 1.64 1.78 0.04 2.70 1.58
C pre-SMA - BA(L) 1.49 0.14 0.74 0.89 1.64 0.18 0.01 0.77
D BA(L) - WA(L) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.06 0.04 0.00 0.05
E WA(L) - v-preMA(L) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.03
Supplementary Table S4: Links’ weights in individual Bilingual Spanish
Link label fROI pairs #/Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
A BA(L) - v-preMA(L) 8.29 1.59 11.46 1.05 4.32 0.60 2.91 2.56
B pre-SMA - v-preMA(L) 6.61 0.75 5.21 2.58 5.62 1.05 2.18 4.11
C pre-SMA - BA(L) 2.68 0.82 1.53 0.89 3.54 0.05 0.29 1.97
D BA(L) - WA(L) 0.02 0.17 0.01 0.67 0.11 0.01 0.02 0.02
E WA(L) - v-preMA(L) 0.05 0.18 0.42 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.18 0.06
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Supplementary Table S5: Link’s weight in common Monolingual
Link label fROI pairs mean ± stdv
A BA(L) - v-preMA(L) 3.20 ± 2.28
B pre-SMA - v-preMA(L) 2.06 ± 1.46
C pre-SMA - BA(L) 1.03 ± 0.91
D BA(L) - WA(L) 0.51 ± 0.67
E WA(L) - v-preMA(L) 0.37 ± 0.44
Supplementary Table S6: Links’ weights in common Bilingual English
Link label fROI pairs #/Subjects mean ± stdv
A BA(L) - v-preMA(L) 2.19 ± 0.96
B pre-SMA - v-preMA(L) 2.11 ± 1.65
C pre-SMA - BA(L) 0.73 ± 0.57
D BA(L) - WA(L) 0.11 ± 0.11
E WA(L) - v-preMA(L) 0.10 ± 0.10
Supplementary Table S7: Links’ weights in common Bilingual Spanish
Link label fROI pairs #/Subjects mean ± stdv
A BA(L) - v-preMA(L) 4.10 ± 3.60
B pre-SMA - v-preMA(L) 3.51 ± 2.05
C pre-SMA - BA(L) 1.47 ± 1.13
D BA(L) - WA(L) 0.13 ± 0.21
E WA(L) - v-preMA(L) 0.13 ± 0.13
Supplementary Table S8: Centrality measurements in all three groups.
Centrality type Groups /fROIs pre-SMA BA(L) WA(L) v-preMA(L)
Degree
Monolingual 0.63 0.61 0.37 0.67
Bilingual English 0.59 0.55 0.47 0.67
Bilingual Spanish 0.62 0.52 0.30 0.64
Closeness
Monolingual 1.04 1.05 0.54 1.08
Bilingual English 0.99 0.96 0.42 1.06
Bilingual Spanish 1.14 1.08 0.63 1.15
Betweeness
Monolingual 81.14 63.21 80.00 59.65
Bilingual English 58.16 36.19 119.10 50.20
Bilingual Spanish 92.71 62.76 92.37 72.22
Eigenvector
Monolingual 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.06
Bilingual English 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.06
Bilingual Spanish 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.04
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Supplementary Figure S1: Schematic representation of a network going through
k-shell decomposition. At Step a), it starts from 1-core (or k = 1), which is also the whole
network. At Step b), we have disconnected all the nodes with degree equal to one. After
updating the degrees, now there are another two nodes with degree equal to 1. We continue
to disconnect those. At Step c), we have disconnected all the nodes with degree equal to 1
and there are no more nodes with degree less than 2. The remaining graph (the nodes are
still connected) are making up the 2-core (or k = 2). Those nodes which was removed from
both a) and b) composed the 1-shell. The 1-shell and 2-core are exclusive from each other.
Continue this process until Step d), where all the nodes are disconnected, here k reaches its
maximum, which is 3. Step e) is to plot k-shell histogram, where the horizontal axis is the
shell number and vertical axis is the counts in each shell.
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a) Monolingual b) Bilingual English
c) Bilingual Spanish
Supplementary Figure S2: k-shell occupancy for all three groups in other modules
with medium frequency appearance (appear in ∼ 4-6 subjects) Different colors
represent nodes belonging to different modules and the color legend is shown at the upper
left of the figure. In a) and b) all modules occupy the middle or low shell. In c), d-preMA(L)
and DOC(L) peak at the maximum shell.
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a) Monolingual b) Bilingual English
c) Bilingual Spanish
Supplementary Figure S3: k-shell occupancy for all three groups in other modules
with low frequency appearance (appear in ∼ 1-3 subjects) Different colors represent
nodes belonging to different modules and the color legend is shown at the upper left of the
figure. In a) and b) a-MFG(R) occupies the maximum shell or close to the maximum shell.
All other modules occupy the middle or low shell.
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